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Abstract 

How does localized translation relate to the Arabic language? According to the 

Localization Industry Standards Association, localization “involves taking a product and making 

it linguistically and culturally appropriate to the target locale (country/region and language) 

where it will be used and sold,” (Esselink 2000a, p. 3). In monoglossic situations, localized 

translation involves producing translations that reflect regional language variation. Localizing 

Arabic translations presents a greater challenge because the Arabic language is characterized by 

both register variation and regional variation (Badawi 1973/2012; Bassiouney 2009; Ferguson 

1959/1972). 

Existing literature addresses both localized translation and Arabic translation, but does 

not address localized Arabic translation specifically. Within the field of outcomes research, a 

public health subfield that studies patient populations health and well-being, prior studies that 

analyze Arabic translations of outcomes research documentation focus solely on the validity of 

universal, not localized translations. Studies in other specialized fields such as law also fail to 

include analysis of localized Arabic translation.  

This study analyzes register and regional variation in one universal and twenty-seven 

localized Arabic translations of the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire 

(WPAI), a clinical outcome assessment that is frequently localized for use in internationally sited 

clinical trials (Margaret Reilly Associates 2013). To determine the degree to which the Arabic 

WPAIs are localized, twenty-one variables including linguistic lexical items, morphological 

forms, and syntactic structures were coded as either salient Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) or 

localized. Localized variables include salient Levantine Arabic (LA), Gulf Arabic (GA), and 

Egyptian Arabic (EA) features, shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables and simplified variables. Then 
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residual analysis of the expected and observed frequencies of each variable determined the 

overall degree of localization for each variable. Results indicate that salient MSA variables and 

localized variables are used in all twenty-eight WPAIs while localized salient LA, GA, and EA 

variables are completely absent. Although the inconsistent use of localized shared and simplified 

variables throughout the one universal and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs indicates that 

localization standards are met inconsistently, all twenty-eight WPAIs are successful within a 

functionalist framework because the use of salient MSA, shared, and simplified variables ensures 

that the text is accessible to a lay audience, which is the ultimate function of the target text (TT). 

This study sheds light on the inherent challenges of localized Arabic translation, which is 

caught between localization standards and Arabic language norms. Motivations for using salient 

MSA, shared, and simplified variables are discussed and implications of this study include 

improving methods for producing localized Arabic translations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Localized translation goes beyond literal translation from source language (SL) to target 

language (TL) by accounting for regional language variation and by conveying cultural context 

from the source text (ST) to the target text (TT). While localized translations have emerged as a 

staple of the modern translation industry (Esselink 2000b), localized translation plays a 

particularly prominent role within the field of outcomes research, a subfield within public health 

that studies the health and well being of patient populations. 

The localization of Arabic translations presents unique challenges because, within the 

polyglossic Arabic-speaking community, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), a formal language 

variety used by educated speakers throughout the Arabic speaking world, is generally valued 

above regional varieties of colloquial Arabic in written modes. As a result, translated and 

localized texts gravitate towards MSA and other formal varieties while avoiding informal 

varieties. 

This study analyses register and regional variation in one universal and twenty-seven 

localized Arabic translations of the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire 

(WPAI), an instrument that is designed for use in internationally sited clinical trials and is 

routinely localized for numerous language-country pairs. To measure register and regional 

variation in the twenty-seven WPAIs localized for countries in the Levant, the Gulf, and Egypt 

(referred to throughout as L-WPAIs, G-WPAIs, and E-WPAIs respectively), twenty-one 

linguistic variables (lexical items, morphological forms, and syntactic structures) were coded as 

salient MSA or localized variables. Variables can be localized through the use of Levantine 

Arabic (LA), Gulf Arabic (GA), or Egyptian Arabic (EA), which are operationalized as the 

(primarily) spoken varieties of Arabic used in urban centers in the Levant (i.e. Jerusalem, Beirut, 
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Damascus, and Amman), the Gulf (i.e. Dubai, Doha, Kuwait, and Jeddah), and Egypt (i.e. Cairo 

and Alexandria), or through the use of shared and simplified variables, which are described in 

greater detail in Section 3.2. 

Descriptive analysis of the data indicates that although all twenty-eight WPAIs achieve 

the functional skopos of the WPAI (functionalism is discussed in Chapter 2), the twenty-seven 

localized WPAIs fail to consistently meet localization standards due to the tension between 

localization standards and Arabic language norms. Unlike the localization process, which puts 

Arabic in a difficult because Arabic regional variation is inherently associated with formal 

standard versus informal regional varieties, regionalization has the potential to integrate certain 

elements of regional variation into formal text without the risk of colloquializing of the text. 

The remainder of Chapter 1 discusses the application of localization in various fields 

including the outcomes research, the role of quality assurance in the localization process, and 

Arabic-specific challenges in the localization process. Chapter 2 introduces the functionalist 

framework and discusses related theories of translation including semiotic partials; denotational 

categories; domestication and foreignization; and translation and transduction. The literature 

review presents prior research that addresses the validity of translated and localized outcomes 

research documentation in multiple languages including Arabic as well as Arabic translation in 

other specialized fields aside from outcomes research. Chapter 3 reviews the methods of data 

collection and analysis. Chapter 4 presents the major trends in the data and Chapter 5 includes a 

discussion of the results. Chapter 6 presents broader conclusions and implications of the study. 
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1.1 Localized translation 

This study analyzes localized translation according to the Localization Industry Standards 

Association’s (LISA) definition of localization, which is a process that “involves taking a 

product [in this case a translation] and making it linguistically and culturally appropriate to the 

target locale (country/region and language) where it will be used and sold,” (Esselink 2000a, p. 

3). Localization emerged in the 1970s as a result of the increased focus on linguistic and cultural 

relativity that stemmed from accelerating globalization and increasing global communication 

(O’Hagan & Ashworth 2002, p. xiii; Rubel & Rosman 2003, p. 7). The simultaneous 

development of new technologies pushed translation into the digital sphere where software, 

websites, multimedia, and databases began to require translations for global markets. By the 

1980s, translations necessitated editing, localization, testing, and proofreading; all processes 

beyond the capacity of a single freelance translator. The expanding demands of translation 

resulted in increased outsourcing to translation agencies that offer and coordinate these 

additional services. Often times translation agencies themselves outsource to teams of freelance 

translators, editors, proofreaders to produce final translations, which may or may not be localized 

depending on the scope of the project (Dunne & Dunne 2011, p. 2-5; O’Hagan & Ashworth 

2002, p. xi). 

1.1.1 Localization reflects regional variation 

In order to linguistically and culturally adapt a translation for specific language/country 

pairs, the process of localized translation delves beyond literal translation by incorporating 

extralinguistic cultural and social elements into translations. For instance, the usage of 

abbreviations, acronyms, formal/informal terms of address, punctuation, capitalization, and 

variant spellings reflects lexical and orthographical conventions that vary by language and 
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region. Morphological and syntactic variables such as imperative verbs, the passive voice, and 

numeric categories also reflect social and cultural conventions in texts but are generally less 

salient than the lexical and orthographical variables discussed above (Dunne & Dunne 2011, p. 

178-79; O’Hagan & Ashworth 2002, p. xiii-xiv). 

For example, comparison of seven localized English versions of the WPAI: General 

Health (WPAI:GH) for Australia, Hong Kong, India, Israel, Singapore, South Africa, and the UK 

against the original English version of the WPAI:GH developed in the United States (Appendix 

7.3) demonstrates lexical (the imperative verb “check” and the noun “vacation”) and 

orthographic variation (hyphenation) that exemplifies monoglossic regional variation typically 

found in localized translations. 

Analysis of localized versions of the instruction “If NO, check ‘NO’ and skip to question 

6” reveals that these seven localized WPAI:GH questionnaires utilize two different imperative 

verbs in the instruction. The three localized versions for Hong Kong, India, and South Africa 

include the same imperative verb “check” while the four localized versions for Australia, Israel, 

Singapore, and the UK substitute “check” with the imperative verb “tick.” Both the verbs 

“check” and “tick” convey the same meaning: indicate a “NO” response with a check mark. This 

lexical variation is indicative of dialectal differences between regional varieties of English used 

in these different countries. 

A second example is found in the sentence “During the past seven days, how many hours 

did you miss from work because of any other reason, such as vacation, holidays, time off to 

participate in this study?” The four translations localized for India, Israel, Singapore, and South 

Africa do not deviate from the original English (US) version but the translation localized for the 

UK substitutes “vacation” with “annual leave” and the translation localized for Australia omits 
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“vacation” entirely, only including “holidays or time off.’ This lexical variation is again 

indicative of regional lexical variation. 

On the orthographical level, the translation localized for Hong Kong includes one 

instance of orthographic variation: the hyphenation of “time-off.” The original English (US) 

version and other localized English versions include “time off” (Reilly, Zbrozek, & Dukes 1993). 

1.1.2 Selection of language/country pairs 

A key juncture in the localization process is the selection of language/country pairs 

within the parameters set by the commissioner, or client. Does a project requiring Spanish 

translations for Spain, Chile, Argentina, Mexico, and the United States require localized 

translations for each country or will only two localized translations suffice for all five sites? 

Depending on the specific scope and budget of each project, multiple country-specific 

localizations of one language can be produced simultaneously or new country-specific versions 

can be adapted from an existing translation in the same language. Alternatively, one universal 

version can be produced through collaboration of translators from each country to be included in 

the study. What are the document-specific requirements set by the instrument developer? How 

closely tied are the countries linguistically and culturally? Can an existing translation be used for 

a newly added country? Of course it is difficult to measure the closeness of different languages 

and cultures and even clear-cut developer requirements can be inadequate in determining 

answers to the questions above. Often times, commissioners must determine an efficient balance 

between the ideal number of localizations within a project and the monetary budget (Gawlicki 

2011, p. 2-3; Wild et al. 2009, p. 431). 

Sometimes the status of official languages or majority languages and, conversely, the 

population size of speakers of unofficial or minority languages help to determine the selection of 
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language/country pairs. The inclusion of unofficial languages is often rejected when the 

population of speakers of the given language is less than 3% of the overall population and is 

often initiated when the population of speakers of the given language exceeds this 3% threshold. 

For instance, clinical trials in India are unlikely to require translations in minority languages 

spoken by less than three percent of the overall population unless the trials are physically 

conducted in areas where the majorities of the population are speakers of minority languages. On 

the other hand, clinical trials in the United States are likely to require localized Spanish (US) 

translations given the substantial population of Spanish speakers (Gawlicki 2011, p. 2-3; Wild et 

al. 2009, p. 431-33). As of 2012, 38.3 million United States residents over the age of 5 were 

reported as speaking Spanish as a primary language at home, constituting 13.0% of all United 

States residents over the age of 5 (United States Census Bureau 2014). Having risen 121% from 

only 17.3 million speakers in 1990, this population of Spanish speakers is a large minority and 

far exceeds the 3% threshold mentioned above. 

 

1.2 Localized translation within the field of outcomes research 

Within the field of outcomes research, localization plays an important role in the 

translation of clinical outcome assessments (COAs), which include patient reported outcomes 

(PROs), clinician-reported outcomes, observer-reported outcomes, and performance outcomes 

(FDA 2015). COAs are utilized in clinical trials as well as in many subfields of healthcare and 

social work (Colina et al. 2016, p. 4; Jordan-Marsh et al. 2008, p. 55). Multi-sited international 

clinical trials often involve the in-country administration of COAs to participating patients and 

clinicians. Since the majority of COAs are developed in English-speaking countries, they must 
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be translated and localized into in multiple language/country pairs for multi-sited international 

use (Wild et al. 2005, p. 102; Wild et al. 2009, p. 430). 

1.2.1 Conceptual equivalence as a measure of validity 

While it is generally agreed that perfect equivalence between the ST and TT is 

unattainable (Benjamin 1923/1992, p. 72-73), different fields within the translation industry 

require different degrees of equivalence, which are determined by extralinguistic factors such as 

the purpose and genre of the ST and TT as well as the source and target culture (Colina 2015, p. 

13-18). These varying degrees of equivalence can be measured on syntactic, semantic, 

pragmatic, cultural and functional levels. For example, specialized fields such as law and 

medicine traditionally require a high degree of equivalence between the ST and TT due to their 

technical terminology and jargon as well as prescriptive and informative functions. Similarly, 

translated official documents such as birth certificates also often require a high degree of 

equivalence (Colina et al. 2017, p. 8-10 ; Mediouni 2016, p. 117-19). 

Similar to specialized legal and medical translation, the translation of outcomes research 

documentation such as COAs requires a high degree of conceptual equivalence. According to 

domestic and international regulations, conceptual equivalence between translated COAs is 

essential to the aggregation of data from multiple international sites into a single data set for final 

analysis. Conversely, translations that do not preserve a high level of conceptual equivalence can 

compromise the validity of the collected data and potentially jeopardize the safety of and cause 

long-term adverse health effects in study participants and future patients (Colina et al. 2017, p. 4; 

Wild et al. 2005, p. 102; Wild et al. 2009, p. 430, 437). Since the statistical validity of data 

collected through COAs (not to mention the safety of participants) is reliant on the validity of the 

TT, and since the validity of the TT is measured by a high degree of conceptual equivalence 
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between the ST and TT (Wild et al. 2009, p. 437), conceptual equivalence is prioritized during 

the translation of outcomes research documentation (U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services 2009 p. 22, 37; Wild et al. 2005, p. 95). 

1.2.2 Achieving conceptual equivalence via consistent translation and localization 

procedures 

As mentioned above, the translation of outcomes research documentation prioritizes a 

high degree of conceptual equivalence between the ST and TT to ensure the validity of translated 

outcomes research documentation and, ultimately, the validity of data collected through 

outcomes research studies. The cornerstone of achieving conceptual equivalence across 

translated and localized versions of outcomes research documentation is consistent translation 

procedures, which are largely defined by the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and 

Outcomes Research (ISPOR). 

ISPOR is a prominent international scientific organization that strives to “promote health 

economics and outcomes research excellence to improve decision making for health globally” 

(ISPOR 2015) and plays a large role in defining translation norms within the field of outcomes 

research. In 1999, ISPOR focused efforts on standardizing guidelines for the translation and 

localization of PROs through collaboration among the Quality of Life Special Interest Group, the 

Translation and Cultural Adaptation Group, representatives from pharmaceutical companies, 

members of academia, and contract research organizations. This investigation of terminology 

and methodologies used by translation agencies and consulting groups in localization processes, 

resulted in the identification and standardization of numerous inconsistent terminologies and 

methodologies used throughout the linguistic validation process. 
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Linguistic validation is a rigorous process used by translation agencies to localize and 

validate the translation of COAs. The linguistic validation process comprises the following 

stages: definition of the scope of translation and finalizing the commissioner’s and the document 

developer’s specific requirements; file preparation and editing prior to translation; forward 

translation from the SL to the TL by two independent translators; reconciliation of the two 

forward translations into one harmonized translation (HT); back-translation (BT) of the HT from 

the TL back to the SL; reconciliation of the HT, BT, and ST; review by developers, clinicians, or 

other specialists; optional cognitive debriefing (CD) of the reconciled HT on a sample population 

of patients or healthy subjects; review of CD results; finalization of the debriefed translation; 

formatting and desktop publishing; proofreading; and final production of deliverables (Dunne & 

Dunne 2011, p. 168-69; Wild et al. 2005, p. 98-102). 

Among the terminological inconsistencies discovered through ISPOR’s collaborative 

1999 investigation, it was found that different translation agencies and consulting groups 

inconsistently used the terms “pilot testing” and “cognitive debriefing” in reference to the same 

stage of the localization process. The investigation identified this inconsistent use of terminology 

as a source of ambiguity and confusion that could potentially jeopardize consistency among 

translation procedures, and hence, compromise consistency between multiple translated and 

localized versions of a text. The response was the standardization of the term “cognitive 

debriefing.” ISPOR later published “Principles of Good Practice: The Cross-Cultural Adaptation 

Process for Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures” (Wild et al. 2005, p. 94-97) and launched the 

collaborative Translation and Linguistic Validation Task Force (Wild et al. 2009, p. 430), all 

with the goal of standardizing and streamlining the translation and localization of PROs. 
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As an international body that regulates the translation of outcomes research 

documentation for multi-sited use, ISPOR has created industry translation norms that center 

around consistency. The ultimate goal in the translation and localization of outcomes research 

documentation is to achieve a high level of conceptual equivalence in order to safeguard the 

validity of the translated and localized documents and, thus, the validity of the data collected at 

international sites. ISPOR’s efforts to standardize the terminology and methodologies used in the 

translation and localization of outcomes research documentation reflect the fact that consistent 

translation procedures are a cornerstone in the production of validated translated and localized 

versions of outcomes research documentation that preserve a high level of conceptual 

equivalence. 

 

1.3 Localization and Arabic polyglossia 

Applying the LISA definition of localization, which is “making [a product] linguistically 

and culturally appropriate to the target locale (country/region and language) where it will be used 

and sold” (Esselink 2000a, p. 3), to translation differs in monoglossic and polyglossic situations. 

In monoglossic situations, localized translations incorporate regional variation (or horizontal 

variation) through salient morphological, syntactic, and, as highlighted in the example with the 

seven localized English versions of the WPAI:GH in Section 1.1.1, lexical and orthographic 

variables. In polyglossic situations, localized translations must take formal and informal register 

variation (or vertical variation) into account in addition to regional variation. Thus, the inherent 

challenges of incorporating regional variation into localized translations are magnified by 

polyglossic and multilingual situations where certain languages or varieties of a language are 

perceived to have more prestige than others. In these situations, it can be difficult to determine 
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which languages and/or varieties of a language should be selected for localization (Rubel & 

Rosman 2003, p. 17). 

In these cases, regionalization and colloquialization are more sensitive to register 

variation than localization. Regionalization involves the selective integration of regional 

characteristics into a regional standard language and colloquialization involves the use of 

colloquial or informal varieties. The distinction between localization and regionalization, which 

will be further elaborated upon in Section 6.1, is key in the production of localized Arabic 

translations because Arabic is characterized by both regional and register variation.  

1.3.1 Arabic polyglossia 

Ferguson’s coining of the term “diglossia” and its subsequent application to the Arabic-

speaking community initiated a discussion that is still playing out today. Ferguson outlined the 

High-Low dichotomy between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and colloquial Arabic (Ferguson 

1959/1972, p. 245-47) that became the foundation for subsequent models of polyglossia based on 

a continuum of language varieties (Blanc 1960; Badawi 1973/2012; and El-Hassan 1977). 

Badawi’s continuum-based model ranges between five varieties of Arabic: Classical Arabic at 

the most formal pole, MSA, Formal Spoken Arabic (FSA), Literate Colloquial Arabic, and 

Illiterate Colloquial Arabic at the most informal pole. Badawi’s framework rests on the notion 

that the five varieties are fluid, not discreet (Badawi 1973/2012, p. 119-28). This points to the 

fact that it is difficult to pinpoint where each variety begins and ends and equally difficult to 

identify phonological, morphological, syntactic, and lexical variables specific to each variety 

(Albirini 2015, p. 21; Bassiouney, 2004, p. 96-97). 

Throughout the existing literature is a “plethora of terms and taxonomies describing the 

varieties and subvarieties of Arabic” (Albirini 2015, p. 24). In fact, multiple scholars have 
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referenced the difficulty in delineating between varieties of Arabic, both formal/informal 

varieties and regional varieties (Bassiouney 2009; Ferguson 1996; Ryding 1991). For example, 

distinguishing between formal and informal varieties of Arabic is often difficult even for native 

speakers due to the innumerable shared lexical, phonological, morphological, and syntactic 

forms that are used across formal and informal varieties. For the purpose of conducting research 

however, it is often necessary to establish discreet boundaries between varieties in order to code 

linguistic data (Bassiouney 2004, p. 96-97). 

In this study, register variation is operationalized as vertical variation between formal and 

informal varieties of Arabic, which are distinguished by lexical, syntactic, morphological, and 

phonological variation that corresponds with pragmatic use in formal and informal functions. For 

example, formal varieties of Arabic are characterized by highly marked morphological forms 

while informal varieties are characterized by less marked morphological forms (e.g. the 

elimination of feminine comparative adjectives and dual forms, reduced verbal inflections). 

While this study uses the terms “formal variety” and “informal variety,” other terminology 

including “register” and “level” are also found throughout the literature (Albirini 2015; Badawi 

1973; Bassiouney 2009; Ferguson 1959/1972; Ferguson 1996; Holes 2004). Regional variation is 

operationalized as horizontal variation between regional varieties of Arabic, which are 

distinguished mainly by lexical and phonological variation. In addition to the term “regional 

variety,” the term “dialect” is also used throughout the literature (Albirini 2015; Bassiouney 

2009; Holes 2004). 

As a prestige variety used across the Arabic-speaking world, MSA is the dominant 

variety used in written modes (Mitchell 1982, p. 123) including translated text. In this study, 

MSA is operationalized as the formal language used in official documents, academic literature 
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and most print and broadcast media. For a commission specifically requesting a universal Arabic 

translation, MSA is the default choice. However, for a commission requesting a localized Arabic 

translation for Egypt, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, etc., the appropriate language variety is not 

implicit. Is the usage of regional varieties of colloquial Arabic appropriate? After all, written 

conventions are often incongruous with spoken conventions. Or perhaps regional MSA is more 

appropriate? Without explicit instructions from the commissioner, the translator must make these 

decisions based on the purpose and genre of the ST and TT as well as SL and TL translation 

norms (Colina 2015, p. 186-89; Farghal & Almanna 2015, p. 161-68; and Mesthrie 2009, p. 

274). 

In the case of localized Arabic translations of outcomes research documentation, a 

conflict emerges between localization standards and Arabic language norms, which favor MSA 

over regional varieties of Arabic in the majority of written modes. 

 

1.4 Conflicting localization standards and Arabic language norms 

Translation norms are expectations shared by the translation community: the 

commissioner, the translator, regulatory institutions, and at times the ST author and the audience. 

These norms determine what type of language is used in different translations for different 

audiences. Translation norms are related to the source and target cultures as well as the ST and 

TT. While official language planning institutions can directly influence translation norms, they 

are for the most part simply acquired through professional experience in the translation industry 

and through socialization. Translation norms can be identified through the analysis of the 

primary products (translated texts themselves) and the by-products of translation (theory and 

literature regarding translation) (Toury 2004, p. 206-9, 213-14; Colina 2015, p. 70, 214). 
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1.4.1 Arabic language academies 

In the Arabic-speaking world, language academies uphold generally prescriptive attitudes 

towards the Arabic language. After scholar Muhammad Kurd Ali established the first language 

academy, the Arab Academy of Damascus, in the Syrian capital in 1919, the inauguration of four 

additional academies followed in Cairo, Baghdad, Rabat, and Amman throughout the first half of 

the twentieth century. The overarching goals of the language academies are to encourage 

communicative usage of MSA, standardize the Arabic language for official use in education, 

administration, and the media, and preserve its perceived purity. While borrowings are not 

categorically rejected, the language academies have traditionally pursued these goals by curbing 

the influence of lexical borrowing from foreign languages, especially in the fields of technology 

and science, by deriving and coining new terms through the Arabic root and pattern system 

(Albirini 2015, p. 14; Bassiouney 2009 p. 256-58; Elkhafaifi 2002, p. 255-58; Gorgis 2012, p. 2; 

Holes 2004, p. 44, 309-11). 

Although the language academies are meticulous in recording and publishing decisions 

and policies in respective journals, there is no official enforcement of these language policies and 

the compiled lists of approved terminology are not circulated among relevant professional and 

academic fields, in part due to the fact that scientific research progresses at a faster rate than 

language academy proceedings (Bassiouney 2009 p. 257; Elkhafaifi 2002, p. 255-58; Gorgis 

2012, p. 2; Holes 2004, p. 44, 309-11). Nevertheless, the language policies adopted by the 

academies reflect and in turn perpetuate social and cultural attitudes regarding the Arabic 

language. A common conception among both native and non-native speakers of Arabic is that 

MSA is a consistent standard across the Arabic-speaking world; however, the reality of “pure” 
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MSA and, conversely, “pure” colloquial Arabic is dubious (Wilmsen & Youssef 2009, p. 191-92, 

205-6). 

1.4.2 Intermediate varieties of Arabic: Regional MSA and Formal Spoken Arabic (FSA) 

In contrast to the perceived purity of MSA, several studies have examined norms 

regarding regional variation in MSA in Arabic media. Abdelali’s 2004 analysis of national 

newspapers from across the Arabic-speaking world reveals widespread orthographical and 

lexical variation in MSA. Examples of orthographic variation include the use and omission of the 

hamza over the alif in words like [ʔida:ra]1 (administration), [ʔaiya:m] (day-PL), and [ʔaħmad] 

(Ahmad) and the transliteration of English and French vowels in loan words such as “internet” 

and acronyms such as “OPEC.” Lexical variation appears in regional use of loan words such as 

[ku:bri:] (bridge) (opposed to the Arabic [jisr]) and [ka:bl] (cable) (opposed to the Arabic [ħabl]). 

Some lexical items seem to vary arbitrarily: Algerian [mara:qid] opposed to Jordanian [ʕanbir] 

(dormitory), and Algerian [towqi:f] opposed to Moroccan [ħaʒaz] (arrest) (Abdelali 2004). 

Ibrahim’s extensive research also examines regional varieties of MSA used in 

newspapers and spans from 1992-2007. Testing the mutual intelligibility of MSA headlines from 

Lebanese, Egyptian, and Moroccan newspapers among Lebanese, Egyptian, and Moroccan 

native speakers of Arabic, Ibrahim concludes that regional varieties of colloquial Arabic do 

influence MSA, resulting in regional varieties of MSA. Overall, regional variation in lexical 

items created more intelligibility issues than syntactic structures. Additionally, Eastern varieties 

of MSA are generally more mutually intelligible opposed to the regional MSA used in Moroccan 

newspapers (Ibrahim 2009). 

                                                
1 Note: All transliterations follow IPA conventions. 
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Wilmsen and Youssef identify MSA orthographical, morphological, and lexical variation 

in Egypt. For instance, literary norms in Egypt maintain the spelling of “responsibility” with the 

hamza (glottal stop) written over the ya:, opposed to over the waaw throughout the rest of the 

Arabic speaking world. Additionally, the Egyptian morphological formation of certain plurals 

such as [ʃaha:d-a:t] (certificate-PL) and [mudi:r-u:n] (director-PL), deviates from the traditional 

broken plurals: [ʃaha:ʔid] and [mudara:ʔ] respectively. Regional lexical variation of MSA is even 

more visible as it extends from everyday items such as “office supplies” ([adaw-a:t maktabi:-ja] 

in Egypt versus [qurta:si:ja] in the Levant) and “recycling” ([iʕa:dat at-tadwi:r] in Egypt versus 

[al-raskala] in the Levant) (Wilmsen & Youssef 2009). 

The documented orthographical, morphological, and lexical variation discussed above is 

characteristic of regional MSA (Abdelfattah 1996). In this study, regional MSA is 

operationalized as a variety of MSA that simultaneously maintains the formality of MSA and 

incorporates a degree of regional variation such as orthographical conventions, morphological 

forms, and lexical items without colloquializing the text. 

FSA is another rule-governed intermediate register of Arabic that contains variables of 

both MSA and colloquial Arabic and is spoken by educated native speakers in formal contexts. 

While FSA tends to use the ten verb forms of MSA, FSA inflectional morphology, phonology, 

and stress patterns tend toward colloquial Arabic. FSA often omits infinitive particles in verb 

strings and with modals but FSA agreement rules are often consistent with MSA. FSA draws 

heavily from the MSA lexicon though many high-frequency words are taken from colloquial 

Arabic. With the exception of certain salient variables of MSA and colloquial Arabic such as the 

pronunciation of /q/ versus /ʔ/ and the colloquial usage of the aspect marker [bi-], many 

phonological, morphological, syntactic, and lexical variables of FSA are shared by both MSA 
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and colloquial Arabic (Ryding 1991, p. 212-16; Al-Batal 1992, p. 296-98; and Younes 2006, p. 

4-8). The varieties outlined by Badawi and other scholars serve the purpose of facilitating 

linguistic research but, as Bassiouney points out, they are arbitrary divisions that are certainly not 

within the awareness of average native speakers (Bassiouney, 2004, p. 97). 

Despite the documented widespread use of regional MSA in certain written contexts such 

as the media and the increasing use of written colloquial Arabic in literature and social media, 

MSA remains the dominant register used in translation. Since salient colloquial Arabic is 

culturally inappropriate for many text types, it seems that regional MSA or written FSA could 

serve as a compromise between localization standards and Arabic language norms. 

 

1.5 Quality assurance 

Different quality assurance methods draw on different criteria for evaluation. For 

instance, the reader-response approach, functional-pragmatic model, argumentation-centered 

approach, and textual and pragmatic approaches are equivalence-based methods and the corpus-

based model, functionalist use of translation briefs, and the functional-componential approach 

are nonequivalence-based methods. Accordingly, different quality assurance methods are used in 

different fields for various types of texts (Colina 2013, p. 2-5; Colina 2015, p. 224-28; Colina et 

al. 2017, p. 14). 

1.5.1 The use of back-translation (BT) in outcomes research 

Within the outcomes research industry, the translation and localization norms that 

prioritize consistency and conceptual equivalence are intrinsically tied to quality assurance and 

have defined rigid linguistic validation procedures (Wild et al. 2005, p. 95, 98-101; Wild et al. 

2009, p. 437). The linguistic validation process includes two main quality assurance methods for 
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both universal and localized translations: the back-translation (BT) process and cognitive 

debriefing (CD). The BT process is used in nearly all translation and localization projects to 

assess conceptual equivalence between the ST and TT and the CD process is sometimes used as 

a secondary quality assurance measure to assess the overall readability of the TT. 

Originating in the 1970s, the BT process is a commonly used quality assurance method 

and, as mentioned above, is particularly prominent in the linguistic validation of translated and 

localized outcomes research documentation. Following the forward translation of the ST to the 

TT, the BT is the translation of the TT back into the SL. Then, comparison of the BT and ST 

reveals the presence of inconsistencies and deviations from the ST. The identification of these 

inconsistencies and deviations is used to assess the degree of conceptual equivalence between the 

ST and BT and, transitively, the degree of conceptual equivalence between the TT and ST. 

However BTs are an unreliable measure of ST-TT equivalence precisely because one cannot 

assume that a BT is a perfect reflection of a TT. Building on the principle that perfect ST-TT 

equivalence is unattainable, a BT can potentially and easily introduce new or amplify existing 

errors and inconsistencies between the ST and TT. Specialized fields such as outcomes research 

tend to gravitate towards literal translations that maintain a high degree of conceptual 

equivalence between the ST and TT because high ST-TT equivalence increases the accuracy of 

BTs and consequently the effectiveness of the BT process (Colina et al. 2017, p. 4-10). The 

result is essentially a self-fulfilling prophecy whereby literal translations are identified as 

preserving conceptual equivalence precisely because the design of the BT process relies on old-

fashioned conceptual equivalence. 
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1.5.2 Functionalist quality assurance methods 

Multiple functionalist quality assurance methods provide alternatives to the BT process. 

Fourie and Feinauer (2005) advocate a translation process that is led by translators with field-

specific training and that includes CD. Unlike the linguistic validation approach, which assigns 

individual third parties to each stage of the translation process, Douglas and Craig’s (2007) 

committee approach and Colina et al.’s team approach espouse collaboration at each stage. 

Accordingly, collaboration between translators, proofreaders, and other reviewers yields project-

specific quality assurance assessments (Colina et al. 2017, p. 14-15 and 23). 

Colina’s functional-componential approach is a method of quality assessment that 

provides componential assessment in four categories: the use of TL linguistic forms, the 

functional adequacy of the TT (i.e. the correspondence of the target audience’s reception of the 

TT to the intended purpose of the ST, discussed further in Section 2.1.2), the meaning of non-

specialized content, and the usage of specialized content and terminology. The functional 

adequacy of each category is assessed with a numerical value and, according to the principles of 

functionalism, the weighted value of each category can be customized for different types of 

translation (Colina 2008, p. 97, 103-7). 

Despite evidence that the functional-componential approach is a successful quality 

assurance measure that can be tailored to the scope of individual projects (Colina 2008, Colina 

2009, and Colina 2013), the corporate sphere generally prioritizes standardization, consolidation, 

and efficiency to minimize expenditures (Cronin 2003, p. 17-18 and 62-63). In the case of 

translated and localized outcomes research documentation, the BT and CD processes fulfill the 

need for a standardized method of quality assurance within a field that tends toward high-

equivalence literal translation, which ties into the industry’s demand for validity. While the goal 
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of the BT process is to assess conceptual equivalence between the ST and TT, the CD process 

serves a functionalist purpose by assessing the readability of the TT since translated outcomes 

research documentation is ultimately utilized by patient and healthcare provider populations. 

However, in the case of localized Arabic translations, neither the BT nor CD processes 

have the capacity to assess language register. Register is invisible in the BT process, which 

simply assesses ST-TT conceptual equivalence; an English BT would not reflect register 

variation in an Arabic TT because English is not characterized polyglossia to the same degree as 

Arabic. If CD is performed, a text translated in MSA can achieve readability and the MSA TT is 

thereby successfully “functional” despite the fact that the TT lacks salient variables of regional 

varieties of Arabic. As quality assurance measures, the BT and CD processes can assess the 

functionality (readability) of the TT, but they are insensitive to the overarching goal of producing 

localized Arabic text according to outcomes research standards. Perhaps applying the functional-

componential approach to localized Arabic translations could be an effective method for 

assessing both the functional adequacy of the TT by testing the readability of the TT and whether 

the TT meets localization standards by assessing the use of register. 

1.5.3 The “wants-needs gap” 

Ultimately, the commissioner, who determines the scope of a translation project, may be 

unaware of the linguistic and cultural nuances of the localization process, instrument developer 

requirements, linguistic variation, or cultural barriers. The result is what Dunne and Dunne refer 

to as the “wants-needs gap.” While translation agencies that coordinate localization often advise 

clients at this stage (Colina 2015, p. 68-69; Dunne & Dunne 2011, p. 159-60), it falls on the 

translators who, as experts in their language(s), must incorporate both the explicit instructions of 
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the commission and any unmentioned linguistic and cultural elements into the translation product 

(Vermeer 2004, p. 227-28, 34-35). 

In the case of localized Arabic translations, the conflict between localization standards 

and Arabic language norms is not addressed by BT and CD quality assurance measures, which 

are insensitive to register. Additionally, it seems that translators are not communicating the 

nature of these conflicting norms to the other members of the translation community. These 

issues tie into the functionalist principle of loyalty, which is discussed in Chapter 2.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter describes the theory of functionalism and reviews existing research that 

addresses issues in localized translations within the field of outcomes research and Arabic 

translation in specialized fields. 

 

2.1 The role of function in translation 

The question of fidelity and the relationship between the ST and TT lies at the center of 

translation theory. In his essay “Translations,” Benjamin (1923/1992) asserts that the translator 

must look to the mode of the ST as well as cultural context surrounding the ST in order to 

produce a TT that reflects the complete meaning of the ST. Thus, “translation is so far removed 

from being the sterile equation of two dead languages that of all literary forms it is the one 

charged with the special mission of watching over the maturing process of the original language 

and the birth pangs of its own” (Benjamin 1923/1992, p. 71-75). This fundamental concept that 

describes the relationship between the ST and TT is the basis of functionalism. 

2.1.1 Translation theories that prioritize the functionality of the TT 

Like Benjamin, Nida argued for prioritizing communicative relevancy and fluency in the 

TL (Colina 2015, p. 19; Rubel & Rosman 2003, p. 7-8). Nida (1964 and 1976) differentiates 

between formal equivalence, which prioritizes literal translation from the ST into the TT, and 

dynamic equivalence, which prioritizes the equivalence of both linguistic and extralinguistic 

elements and outlines that the true gauge of “accuracy” is the function of the text. In this same 

vein, Reiss (1971) defined the ideal translation as equivalence of the “conceptual content, 

linguistic form, and communicative function” between the ST and TT (Nord 1997, p. 4-5, 9). 
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Venuti frames a dichotomy between domesticating and foreignizing translations. 

Domesticating translations prioritizes fluency and easy readability in the TL in order to minimize 

foreignness in the translated product. Conversely, foreignizing translations prioritizes closeness 

to the ST over fluency in the TL. A proponent of foreignizing translations, Venuti argues that 

translations should prioritize "sending the reader abroad" rather than "bringing the author back 

home" (Rubel & Rosman 2003, p. 7). 

Silverstein conceptualizes translation as the complex layering of semiotic partials and 

distinguishes translation from transduction and transformation. According to Silverstein, 

translation is based on comparative grammar and structural equivalence and transduction is 

based on category equivalents. While translation focuses on structure-for-structure, transduction 

focuses on sense-for-sense. To illustrate the utility of transduction, Silverstein discusses the 

difficulty in translating the cultural context associated with highly nuanced terms of kinship, 

which, in some languages, can simultaneously convey gender, number, status, possession, and 

maternal/paternal lineage, curses (Silverstein 2003, p. 76-78, 87), idioms, and poetic imagery. 

For instance, the literal translation of idioms and imagery rarely captures the meaning in the SL 

and finding alternate idioms or phrasing in the TL deviates from the traditional ideal of ST-TT 

fidelity (Pagès 2007, p. 23 and Pandiri 2007, p. 175). Silverstein’s concept of transformation is 

essentially the overstepping of the scope of the translation project, the result of which is a TT 

that no longer appropriately reflects the ST (Rubel & Rosman 2003, p. 14-15; Silverstein 2003, 

p. 75, 83). 

The crux of these theories is pragmatics. According to Grice (1975), “pragmatics-based 

translation theories assume a communicative intention and a relation of equivalence, based on 

textual analysis. They also recognize that these factors are further constrained by the function of 
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the translated text” (Venuti 2004, p. 326). Since the discussion above mainly deals with the 

reconciliation of the source culture and the target culture through the framework of varying 

degrees of equivalence, these theories can be considered pragmatics-based. As discussed below, 

the theory of functionalism is a pragmatic approach to translation that goes a step further by 

prioritizing the function of the ST and TT throughout the translation process. 

2.1.2 Functionalism 

While translators have employed the principles of functionalism throughout history (Nord 

1997, p. 4), the formal theory of functionalism emerged in the 1980s in the wake of the 

increasing presence of pragmatics in translation and linguistic theory in the 1970s. The 1970s 

saw shifts from the bottom-up focus on word and phrase units to the top-down focus on text as a 

larger unit and form traditional equivalence to the notion of equivalent response (Colina 2015, p. 

79-80; Colina et al. 2017, p. 6-8; Nord 1997, p. 7). Coined by Vermeer, “skopos,” which is 

derived from the Greek word meaning “scope,” is a term that refers to the aim or purpose of a 

translation. Accordingly, Vermeer’s skopostheorie, also known as functionalism, is a theory that 

outlines translation as a process determined by extra-linguistic factors including the function of 

the ST and TT, the demographics of the source and target audience, the medium of the ST and 

TT, the motive for the production of the translation, and the time and location in which the ST 

and TT are used (Colina 2015, p. 43-45, 53; Nord 1991, p. 91; Nord 1997, p. 27; Vermeer 2004, 

p. 227-28). 

Opposed to translation methods that focus on traditional equivalence between the ST and 

TT, the goal of functionalist translation is achieving the purpose of the translation, which may or 

may not be explicitly included in the translation brief. Thus, the purpose of the TT is paramount 

because it determines the translation method for a given project. A TT is considered adequately 
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“functional” when the target audience’s response to the TT meets the intended purpose. Thus, the 

target audience, which is intrinsically tied to the functionality of a TT, must be taken into 

consideration throughout the translation process. Unlike existing equivalence theories, 

functionalism addresses the fact that different audiences interact with texts differently according 

to background knowledge, language, culture, and other social factors (Nord 2006, p. 662-65). 

In any translation, there is an intrinsic change in extra-linguistic factors because the SL, 

source audience, and source culture almost always differ from the TL, target audience, and target 

culture. It follows that literal translation from SL to TL is insufficient (unless that is the explicit 

purpose of the translation). The translator, whose role is that of a translation “expert,” must 

possess awareness of the extra-linguistic factors involved in the translation of the ST into the TT 

and must incorporate this awareness into the translation regardless of the explicit or implicit 

nature of the commission (Colina 2015, p. 52-53; Nord 1991, p. 91; Vermeer 2004, p. 227-29, 

234-37). 

If the translator’s role is to implement the skopos of a translation, what is the translator’s 

role if the commission is incomplete (Nord 1991, p. 93 and Colina 2015, p. 70)? What is the 

translator’s role if the translator and the commissioner have different understandings of what 

translation process itself involves/requires? Nord builds on the basic theory of functionalism by 

adding the principle of loyalty. According to this principle, the translator performs the role of the 

“responsible mediator” between the commissioner, the receiver, and, when possible, the ST 

author. Through communication with these parties and awareness of their linguistic and cultural 

background, the translator must navigate their expectations of the function of the ST, the 

function of the TT, and the translation process itself. In the case that the expectations of the 

commissioner, receiver, or ST author are conflicting, the translator is responsible for 
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communicating the requirements of the translation process to all parties involved to avoid 

misunderstanding and to maintain authenticity (Nord 1991, p. 92-94, Nord 1997, p. 123-25; Nord 

2002, p. 35-37). 

 

2.2 Translation of outcomes research documentation 

A large body of existing research addresses the translation of outcomes research 

documentation. This literature mainly focuses on the problematic nature of idiomatic phrasing in 

COAs and on testing the validity of translated COAs. Within this body of literature, studies on 

Arabic versions of COAs are relatively limited. 

2.2.1 The problematic nature of idiomatic phrasing in COAs 

A number of studies examine problematic phrasing that affects the translation of English 

COAs into other localized language/country pairs. This problematic phrasing is often the result 

of developers’ lack awareness of cultural and linguistic nuances and can ultimately affect the 

effectiveness of the original English COA as well as localized translations of the instrument 

(Colina 2015, p. 16-17; Nord 1997, p. 125). 

One example of the challenges of localizing COAs is the use of idiomatic phrases, 

cultural items, and ambiguous terminology in the ST, which can be difficult to translate for 

certain language/country pairs. While idiomatic phrasing is often included in COAs to facilitate 

comprehension among readers with low educational backgrounds, the translation and 

localization of idiomatic phrases is often difficult and requires additional review during to 

achieve conceptual equivalence than items that are translated more literally (Gawlicki et al. 

2013, p. A41). 
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A study variabled in Value in Health, the official journal of ISPOR, assessed localized 

translations of one physical assessment COA and found several English phrases including “going 

out” and “walking a block” to be problematic2. In some languages, the concept of “going out” is 

not an intrinsic activity but must be paired with a specific destination. “Walking a block” is often 

difficult to translate since urban design varies greatly and the distance implied by a “block” is 

extremely ambiguous, especially when compared to explicit phrasing such as “walking 100 

meters” (McKown et al. 2014, p. A518). 

The ambiguity of terms such as “bother” and “frustrated” has also been shown to be 

problematic in translations of clinical instruments. Both terms are versatile in English, “bother” 

referring to a range of negative mental, physical, and social situations and “frustrated” referring 

to “discouragement,” “anger,” and “upset.” The versatility of these terms in English is 

problematic because it creates inconsistency in translations. For instance, documented 

translations of “frustrated” in multiple languages include: “indignant” (Greek), “disillusioned” 

(Hungarian), “irritated” (Japanese), and “discouraged.” While the usage of phrases such as these 

are determined by developers’ word choice, those involved in translation and localization must 

strive to create consistent translations in order to preserve the validity of the collected data 

(Gawlicki et al. 2014, p. 1; McKown et al. 2014, p. A516-17). 

Ultimately, these studies aim to identify idiomatic phrasing in COAs that is problematic 

in localized translations cross-linguistically in order to improve the clarity of phrasing in future 

COA texts, and in turn, improve the validity of COA results. While the ideal of perfect cross-

linguistic equivalence is unattainable, developers have the capacity to internationalize their word 

choice before translation occurs. These studies identify problematic phrasing such as “bother” 

                                                
2 McKown, Talbert, Brandt, & Gawlicki (2014) do not specify which or how many 
language/country pairs were analyzed in the study. 
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and “frustrating” and indicate that internationalizing texts, either by selecting less ambiguous 

phrasing or by avoiding phrasing that is known to be problematic, would facilitate translation 

and localization (Dunne 2013, p. 2). 

2.2.2 Testing the validity of translated COAs 

Many studies report on the internal consistency reliability of COAs within and across 

languages. For example, Jordan-Marsh et al. (2008) tested the internal consistency reliability of 

translations of the SF-36 Version 1.0 (a commonly used COA developed by Ware and 

Sherbourne in 1992) across multiple languages: Spanish, Chinese, and Korean. Jordan-Marsh, 

Cody, Silverstein, Chin, and Garcia administered the Spanish, Chinese, and Korean translations 

of the SF-36s to sample groups of native Korean, Chinese, and Spanish speakers with limited 

English language proficiency as well as adult family caregivers with bilingual English 

proficiency. They ultimately confirmed adequate internal consistency and validity among the 

Chinese and Spanish translations but identified reliability and validity issues for the Korean 

translation (2008, p. 55-57). Additionally, Jordan-Marsh, Cody, Silverstein, Chin, and Garcia  

presented prior studies that had reported on the internal validity of translated versions of the SF-

36 English versions within languages such as Arocho & McMillan (1998) and Mancuso, 

Peterson, & Charlson (2001) who analyzed the internal consistency reliability for Spanish 

translations of the SF-36 (p. 57). 

Two additional studies (Leplège et al. 1998; Sanson-Fisher & Perkins 1998) confirm a 

high level of conceptual equivalence in localized English (Australia) and French (Belgium) 

versions of the SF-36. The localized versions were adapted from existing English (US) and 

French (France) versions of the SF-36, mostly through the localization of lexical items and 

phrase structure, which reflect the regional varieties of English and French spoken in Australia 
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and Belgium respectively. Both studies present evidence of construct validity and internal 

consistency in the localized English (Australia) and French (Belgium) versions of the SF-36. 

Six studies published between 2010-2017 represent the literature that reports on the 

internal consistency reliability of Arabic versions of six COAs, five of which were translated 

from original English versions (AlJohani et al. 2016; Bachner 2016; Moussa et al. 2017; Nejmi 

et al. 2010; Suleiman et al. 2010) and one of which was developed as an original Arabic version 

(Al-Shahri et al. 2016). While all six studies demonstrate varying degrees of internal consistency 

reliability and ultimately conclude that the data supports the acceptability of the psychometric 

properties of each instrument, the reports also demonstrate unawareness of Arabic regional 

variation and register variation. 

Four of the six studies simply refer to “Arabic” translations without specifying whether 

the translations are universal or localized. Considering industry norms regulated by ISPOR and 

other organizations, this information is crucial. AlJohani et al. (2016) tested the validity of the 

Arabic version of the Summary of Diabetes Self-Care Activities (SDSCA) with a population in 

Saudi Arabia and their conclusion that “the instrument could evaluate diabetes self-care in Saudi 

Arabia and has the potential to be used in other Arabic-speaking populations” indicates that it is 

a universal, not localized translation. Moussa et al. (2017), Bachner (2016), and Al-Shahri et al. 

(2016) do not include and information regarding language use so it is assumed that the 

translations are universal and utilize MSA. 

The two remaining studies explicitly reference MSA but use vague terminology and 

contradictory justifications. For example, “the Fusha dialect” (MSA) is equated to both the 

language of the Qur’an (CA) and as a lingua franca of educated Arabic speakers (MSA) 

(Suleiman et al. 2010). Additionally, the fact that 95% of the patient population recruited to test 
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the validity of the Arabic version of the M. D. Anderson Symptom Inventory (MDASI-A) had 

limited Arabic literacy (only 5% had completed high school) is directly at odds with the authors’ 

goal of “enhanc[ing] its possible usefulness for all Arabic-speaking patients” in Morocco and 

across the Arabic-speaking world through the use of “nonidiomatic” Arabic (MSA). This limited 

literacy necessitated that interviewers read the instrument to the patients but the authors do not 

state whether the interviewers paraphrased using local variety of Arabic or another language 

accessible to the patients (Nejmi et al. 2010). It is clear that while these studies analyze the 

validity of translated Arabic COAs, the use of regional and register variation in these COAs is 

inadequately addressed. 

 

2.3 Arabic translation in specialized fields 

Outside literary translation, there is an overall lack of scholarship that focuses on Arabic 

translation in specialized fields (Faiq 2016, p. 177; Mediouni 2016, p. 115). Two studies within 

the specialized field of legal translation provide comparison to the outcomes research studies 

discussed above. 

Mediouni (2016) addresses the application of functionalism in Arabic legal translation. 

The case study compares the implementation of Mediouni’s proposed functionalist methodology 

that centers on the use of comparable texts to improve the cultural equivalence between the ST 

and TT against translations produced without reference to comparable texts. The results indicate 

that the translations produced with reference to comparable texts include significantly fewer 

errors in the TT (121 errors reduced to 40 errors), especially for field-related terminology and 

phraseology as well as syntax (Mediouni 2016, p. 127-28 and 139-44). Given the formal text 

types involved in the study, regional and register variation is not discussed. 
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Khachan (2010) addresses the importance of regional and register variation in Lebanese 

courtrooms, during which the presiding judge is solely responsible for transcribing the 

proceedings. The majority of the proceedings occurs in Lebanese Arabic but, rather than being 

transcribed verbatim, is essentially translated into MSA, creating potential for errors and 

omissions. An additional ethical issue is the fact that the MSA transcripts are inaccessible to 

Lebanese citizens with low levels of literacy. Khachan refers to this “comprehension gap” as a 

violation of linguistic rights (p. 183). This “comprehension gap” can be considered analogous to 

outcomes research documentation that are translated in MSA and then administered to 

populations with low levels of literacy. 

 

2.4 Purpose of this study 

Returning to the translation and localization of outcomes research documentation, 

localized Arabic translations should, in order to meet international localization standards, include 

at least some localized lexical items, morphological forms, or syntactic structures. However, the 

function of localized Arabic COAs is, ultimately, readability by patient and health care provider 

populations. Since the majority of native speakers of Arabic have L2 exposure to MSA and since 

Arabic language norms have traditionally stigmatized colloquial Arabic, especially in written 

modes, MSA text passes the baseline quality measure of “is the TT understood by the target 

audience?” despite the fact that the “localized” TT may lack localized variables. 

Existing research reports on issues in localized outcomes research documentation and on 

Arabic translation within specialized fields. However, there is a lack of research that focuses on 

localized Arabic translation, especially within outcomes research. This study addresses this gap 
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through the analysis of localized Arabic translations of a frequently localized COA, the WPAI. 

This study seeks to answer the following research questions: 

1) Within the context of conflicting localization standards that prescribe the use of localized 

language and Arabic language norms that prioritize MSA in written text, to what extent 

do the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs contain localized lexical items, morphological 

forms, and syntactic structures according to localization standards? 

2) In the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, how are salient colloquial, shared 

MSA/colloquial, and simplified counterparts of lexical items, morphological forms, and 

syntactic structures used to localize the text?  
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3. METHODS 

This study involves the textual analysis of one universal and twenty-seven localized 

Arabic translations of the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire (WPAI). 

This chapter discusses the methods used in data collection and analysis. All transcriptions 

throughout the study utilize International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) notation. Appendix 7.1 

displays Arabic consonants and vowels with the corresponding IPA notation. Appendix 7.2 

displays all gloss abbreviations. 

 

3.1 The Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire (WPAI) 

The Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire (WPAI) is a PRO 

developed by Margaret Reilly Associates, Inc. that measures the effect of various diseases and 

medical conditions on patients’ ability to work and perform activities. The WPAI: General 

Health (WPAI:GH) is the basic version of the WPAI, which, since 1993, has been adapted for 

fifty-four different diseases such as Hepatitis C, Lupus, and Psoriasis. Localized versions of both 

the WPAI:GH and disease-specific versions of the WPAI are available on the official website of 

Margaret Reilly Associates, Inc. The original US English version of the WPAI:GH is included in 

the Appendix 7.3 for reference. As stated on the Margaret Reilly Associates, Inc. website, access 

to localized WPAI translations is unrestricted: “Written permission is neither required nor 

provided to researchers using the WPAI; there are no fees to use the WPAI or the translations on 

this website” (Margaret Reilly Associates 2013). 

Twenty-nine Arabic translations of the WPAI are available on the Margaret Reilly 

Associates, Inc. website as of this writing3. Of these twenty-nine translations, one is a universal 

                                                
3 All WPAI translations retrieved from: http://www.reillyassociates.net/WPAI_Translations.html 
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translation and twenty-eight are localized translations for three countries in the Levant region 

(Israel, Jordan, and Lebanon), one emirate4 and four countries in the Gulf region (Dubai, Kuwait, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE), and two countries in North Africa (Egypt and Algeria). 

These translations were produced by five translation agencies: Corporate Translations, Inc. 

(CTi), TransPerfect, Mapi, Icon, and Oxford Outcomes. My analysis includes all of these Arabic 

WPAI translations (listed in Table 1) with the exception of the localized Arabic translation for 

Algeria. The localized translation for Algeria was excluded due to the limited availability of 

Algerian Arabic-English dictionaries and textbooks, without which it was not possible to identify 

Algerian Arabic lexical, morphological, and syntactic variables required for analysis. The 

Appendix includes four Arabic versions of the WPAI for reference: one universal version 

(Appendix 7.4), one L-WPAI localized for Israel (Appendix 7.5), one G-WPAI localized for 

Saudi Arabia  (Appendix 7.6) and one E-WPAI localized for Egypt (Appendix 7.7). 

Table 1: Arabic WPAIs included in the analysis 

Country Number Translation company 
Universal 1 1 by CTi 
Israel 12 11 by CTi and 1 by TransPerfect 
Jordan 1 1 by Mapi 
Lebanon 2 1 by CTi and 1 by Mapi 
Dubai 1 1 by CTi 
Kuwait 1 1 by Icon 
Qatar 2 1 by Icon and 1 by Oxford Outcomes 
Saudi Arabia 3 1 by CTi, 1 by Icon, and 1 by Mapi 
UAE 2 1 by CTi and 1 by Icon 
Egypt 3 2 by CTi and 1 by Mapi 
  
 

                                                
4 All translations are localized at the country level except one translation that is localized 
specifically for Dubai rather than the UAE. This inconsistency may be due to individual client 
specifications. 
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3.2 Analyzing the proportional use of MSA and colloquial Arabic in universal and localized 

translations of the WPAI 

As mentioned in Section 1.5, quality assurance methods include equivalence-based 

methods (e.g. the reader-response approach, functional-pragmatic model, argumentation-

centered approach, and textual and pragmatic approaches) as well as nonequivalence-based 

methods (e.g. the corpus-based model, functionalist use of translation briefs, and the functional-

componential approach) (Colina 2013, p. 2-5). The BT and CD processes are the two quality 

assurance methods that are most frequently used to assess the validity of translated and localized 

outcomes research documentation. The BT process is connected to localization standards 

because it assesses conceptual equivalence between the BT, ST, and, transitively, the TT. CD is 

connected to functionalist goals because it assesses the overall readability of the TT. However, 

both the BT and CD processes are insensitive to register variation. As discussed in Section 1.5, 

the reflection of TT register variation (e.g. Arabic register variation) in the BT is limited by the 

degree of register variation in the BT language itself (e.g. English). Similarly, since the CD 

process is designed to test the functionality of the TT, if multiple formal or informal varieties can 

achieve functionality (e.g. comprehension of formal versus informal varieties of Arabic), then 

the CD results may not reflect register use. 

Localization can refer to the usage of abbreviations, acronyms, formal/informal terms of 

address, punctuation, capitalization, lexical choice, orthographic variation, and other factors, 

which, depending on the language, may or may not pertain directly to register variation. For 

instance, lexical and orthographical variation can vary regionally, as in the case of the localized 

English versions of the WPAI:GH in Section 1.1.1. In the case of Arabic, whish is spoken in 
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polyglossic communities, regional variation is intrinsically associated with register variation 

because regional varieties of Arabic such as LA, GA, and EA are considered informal varieties. 

This study analyzes the proportional use of salient MSA and localized lexical items, 

morphological forms, and syntactic structures in one universal translation of the WPAI and 

twenty-seven localized translations of the WPAI. While there is no necessarily “right” or 

“wrong” use of MSA or localized Arabic given the sociolinguistic nuances of Arabic polyglossia 

and especially given the fact that MSA achieves functional adequacy in translated PROs, it is 

important to assess the use of register in localized Arabic translations of the WPAI precisely 

because they are commissioned as a “localized” product. 

3.2.1 Assessment of translation error 

Translation errors can be pragmatic, linguistic, or cultural. Pragmatic errors relate to the 

function of the translation and the text type and can be manifest as the inappropriate use of style, 

inappropriate idiomatic language, or overall incoherence. Linguistic errors can be found at the 

morphological, syntactic, lexical, and orthographic levels. Finally, cultural errors are often 

connected to cultural standards in the TL and culture such as use of register variation, which may 

depend on text type (Kupsch-Losereit 1985 cited in Nord 1997, p. 73; Nord 1997, p. 75-77). 

Translation errors are intrinsically tied to the relationship between the ST and the TT and can 

result from misunderstanding of the translation brief, the ST, or the purpose of the TT. Any of 

these misunderstandings can lead to errors in the use of terminology, register, or style. 

Translation errors can also result from assumptions regarding the linguistic or cultural content of 

the ST and TT. Furthermore, human error can result in grammatical, spelling, or factual errors 

(Hansen 2010, p. 385-86). 
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The assessment of translation errors depends on the scope of a given translation project 

and the type of quality assurance method(s) employed. For instance, quality assurance measures 

based on equivalence such as the BT process identify error as non-equivalence between ST and 

TT. For other measures based on functionalism, errors are connected to how adequately the TT 

fulfills the purpose of the translation (Hansen 2010, p. 385-86). 

As discussed in Section 1.5, the functional-componential approach is easily customizable 

to individual project specifications and provides componential assessment in four categories 

including TL linguistic forms (Colina 2008). The assessment of TL linguistic forms can reveal 

register use in localized Arabic translations at the morphological, lexical, and syntactic levels but 

current outcomes research quality assurance methods do not hone in on the use of TL linguistic 

forms; the BT and CD processes focus on conceptual equivalence and overall readability 

respectively. In this study, the assessment of TL linguistic forms include select lexical, 

morphological, and syntactic variables in one universal and twenty-seven localized translations 

of the WPAI and the analysis of the proportional use of MSA and localized Arabic indicates the 

degree of localization in each WPAI version. 

3.2.2 Selection of lexical, morphological, and syntactic variables 

Due to the nuanced realities of Arabic polyglossia, it is difficult to categorize the Arabic 

language in an MSA-colloquial dichotomy. Over the past century, increasing MSA literacy rates 

and the ever-growing reach of MSA media across the Arabic-speaking world have accentuated 

mixing between MSA and regional varieties of colloquial Arabic. For instance, it is not 

uncommon for spoken MSA to be imbued with phonological variables of colloquial Arabic 

while retaining MSA lexical, morphological, and syntactic variables. Likewise, due to consistent 

MSA exposure through education and media, MSA lexical items and phonological variables 
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often enter into colloquial Arabic. In the case of the “colloquialization” of MSA and the 

“standardization” of colloquial Arabic, the morphological and syntactic base usually remains 

unaltered while the phonological variables, and sometimes lexical items, are colloquialized and 

standardized respectively (Holes 2004, p. 48-49). 

This study analyzes degree of localization by coding variables within an MSA-localized 

dichotomy. In this study, the term variable is operationalized as lexical items, morphological 

forms, or syntactic structures that are characterized by salient MSA and localized counterparts. 

Localized variables are further coded by three sub-types: salient LA, GA, and EA variables, 

shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables, and simplified variables. In this study, salience refers to 

markedness. Salient MSA variables are highly marked lexemes, morphemes, or syntactic 

structures that indicate the use of MSA, a formal register. Salient LA, GA, and EA variables are 

less marked lexemes, morphemes, or syntactic structures that indicate the use of regional 

varieties of Arabic, in this case LA, GA, and EA. For example, the salient MSA lexemes 

[ʔalaði:] (that-M.) and [ʔalati:] (that-F.) and the salient colloquial lexeme [ɪlli] (that), which is 

used in LA, GA, and EA, represent salient MSA and salient colloquial counterparts of the 

relative pronoun “that.” 

In contrast to salient MSA and salient colloquial variables, shared variables are lexemes, 

morphemes, or syntactic structures that are appropriate in both formal (MSA) and informal (LA, 

GA, and EA) varieties. For example, formal and informal varieties of Arabic are characterized 

by both VSO and SVO order, thus VSO and SVO order can be considered shared variables. 

Since Arabic register use falls on a spectrum, the use of shared variables approximates a middle 

register between the formal and informal poles. In the context of written translations, the use of a 
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middle register represents movement away from salient MSA text and towards localized text, 

similar to the “third language” described by Holes (2004 p. 374-5). 

Finally simplified variables are lexemes, morphemes, or syntactic structures that 

demonstrate structural simplification from highly marked forms to less highly marked forms. For 

example, when considering the elimination of case, marked accusative indefinite masculine 

direct objects (N-ACC) are considered salient MSA forms while the unmarked counterparts (N) 

used in regional varieties of Arabic are considered simplified forms. Similar to the use of shared 

variables, the use of simplified variables represents movement away from salient MSA text and 

towards localized text. 

In my initial analysis of the twenty-eight Arabic WPAI translations, I identified forty-five 

variables characterized by salient MSA and localized counterparts. I cross-referenced the salient 

MSA and localized counterparts of each variable in the following MSA, LA, GA, and EA 

dictionaries and textbooks: Awde & Smith (2004), Hinds & Badawi (1986), Holes (1984), 

Mughazy (2004), McLoughlin (2003), Qafisheh (1975), Stowasser & Ani (2004), Tiedamann 

(2005), and Wehr (1976). Additionally, two native speakers of Arabic reviewed the 

corresponding salient MSA and localized variables to confirm accuracy. From these forty-five 

variables, I selected the twenty-one variables that appeared most frequently throughout the 

WPAIs for detailed analysis. These twenty-one variables are listed in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2: Twenty-one variables included in the analysis 

Lexical, morphological, and syntactic features Frequency 
Noun "work" 463 
Relative pronoun "that" 370 
Word order 351 
Verb “do” 293 
Present tense conjugation 212 
Emphatic phrases 172 
Adjectives "regular" and "usual" 164 
Adjective "past" 155 
(Un)marked accusative indefinite masculine direct 
objects 130 

Verb "put" 112 
Past tense negation 105 
Adverbial complementizer "because" 91 
Interrogative particle "how many" 84 
Verb "think" 75 
Verb "work" 59 
Imperative negation 51 
(Un)marked indefinite predicates of the verb [kana] 41 
Emphatic particle [qad] 28 
Interrogative particle [hal] 28 
Present tense negation 19 
(Un)marked adverb “late” 15 

 
3.2.3 Residual analysis 

Residual analysis determines the residual by taking the absolute value of the difference 

between expected and observed values. Residual analysis is commonly used across disciplines to 

measure the degree of success of a model (Baayen 2008, p. 90, 172). In this study, residual 

analysis is used to measure the degree of localization in the WPAIs. Residual analysis involves 

three values: the expected value, the observed value, and the residual value. The expected value 

represents the expected frequency a given variable in the TT. For instance, in the one universal 

WPAI, if the noun “work” ten times then the expected value of the salient MSA lexeme [ʕamal] 

(work) is 10. Conversely, the expected value of the localized lexeme [ʃuγl] (work) is 0. In any of 
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the localized WPAIs, the opposite is expected5: the expected value of the salient MSA lexeme 

[ʕamal] (work) is 0 and the expected value of the localized lexeme [ʃuγl] (work) is 10. The 

observed value represents the observed frequency of either salient MSA variables or localized 

variables in the TT. Out of the ten occurrences of the noun “work,” if the salient MSA lexeme 

[ʕamal] (work) occurs eight times and if the localized lexeme [ʃuγl] (work) occurs twice, then the 

MSA observed value is 8 and the localized observed value is 2. Finally, the residual, which is 

calculated by taking the absolute value of the difference of the observed and expected values, 

indicates the degree of localization for each variable in each TT. For a localized WPAI, the 

difference of the observed value of the localized lexeme [ʃuγl] (work) (2) and the expected value 

of the localized lexeme [ʃuγl] (work) (10) is -8, and the absolute value of that difference is 8 

(Example 1). 

Example 1: 

Residual = |observed value - expected value| = |2-10| = |-8| = 8 

In order to be %100 localized, the observed frequency of the localized counterpart [ʃuγl] must 

equal the expected value of 10. In this case, the resulting residual would be 0 (Example 2). 

Example 2: 

Residual = |observed value - expected value| = |10-10| = |0| = 0 

Conversely, if the salient MSA counterpart [ʕamal] is used throughout, the observed frequency 

of the localized counterpart [ʃuγl] would be 0 and the resulting residual would be 10 (Example 

3). 

                                                
5 Based on Arabic language norms, one could anticipate salient MSA variables in all universal 
and localized WPAIs; however, ideally, localized translations include at least some localized 
variables. 
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Example 3: 

Residual = |observed value - expected value| = |0-10| = |-10| = 10 

Low residuals indicate that the observed data fits the model closely and high residuals 

indicate the opposite. In Example 1, the residual value of 8 is close to the maximum value of 10. 

This high residual value indicates a low degree of localization. Comparison of the residuals for 

each of the twenty-one variables reveals the degree of localization in the twenty-eight WPAIs.  
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4. RESULTS 

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, my analysis of the twenty-eight WPAIs focuses on 

twenty-one variables (Table 2) that are characterized by three types of dichotomous MSA and 

localized counterparts: salient MSA variables versus salient LA, GA, and EA variables; salient 

MSA variables versus shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables; and salient MSA versus simplified 

variables.  

This chapter uses residual analysis (described in Section 3.2.3) of the expected and 

observed values of the salient MSA and localized counterparts of each variable to analyze the 

degree of localization for each variables. Analysis of the data reveals three main patterns. Pattern 

1 is comprised of twelve variables that are translated exclusively in MSA in the one universal 

WPAI and in the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. The use of MSA in the universal WPAI 

translation meets industry standards for universal translation, but the use of MSA in the L-, G-, 

and E-WPAIs fails to meet localization standards. Pattern 2 is comprised of two variables that 

are consistently translated in MSA in the one universal WPAI and are inconsistently localized in 

the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. As in Pattern 1, the use of MSA in the universal WPAI 

meets industry standards for universal translation. The use of localized variables in the L-, G-, 

and E-WPAIs, while inconsistent, achieves a higher degree of localization than the variables in 

Pattern 1. Pattern 3 is comprised of seven variables that are inconsistently localized throughout 

the one universal WPAI and the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. As in Pattern 2, the use of 

localized variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, while inconsistent, achieves a higher degree of 

localization than the variables in Pattern 1. However, the use of localized variables in the 

universal WPAI does not meet industry standards for universal translation. These three patterns 

are described in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 below. 
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4.1 Pattern 1: Exclusive use of MSA in the universal WPAI and the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs 

Twelve out of the twenty-one variables analyzed in this study are exclusively translated 

in MSA throughout the one universal WPAI and twenty-seven localized Arabic WPAIs. While 

the use of MSA in the universal WPAI translation meets industry standards for universal 

translation, the use of MSA in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs fails to meet localization standards. 

As demonstrated in Example 2 in Section 3.2.3, a residual of 0 indicates that the observed 

data matches the expected results (Baayen 2008, p. 90, 172). In the universal WPAI, consistent 

use of MSA is expected, so a residual of 0 for a salient MSA variable indicates that the 

translation of that variable is 100% MSA. Likewise, since the use of colloquial Arabic is not 

expected in the universal WPAI, a residual of 0 for an LA/GA/EA variable indicates that the 

translation of that variable is 0% localized. These residuals are displayed in the horizontal rows 

labeled “Universal” in Table 3 below. 

The opposite is the case for the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs because, according to localization 

standards, localized variables are expected. In the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the observed values of 

MSA variables exceeds the expected values and the resulting high residuals indicate that the 

translation of a given variable is 100% MSA. At the same time, the observed values of localized 

variables falls short of the expected values and the resulting high residuals indicate that the 

translation of a given variable is 0% localized. These residuals are displayed in the horizontal 

rows labeled “L-WPAIs,” “G-WPAIs,” and “E-WPAIs” in Table 3. Table 3, which displays the 

residuals for each variable in Pattern 1, is referenced throughout Section 4.1. 
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Table 3: Pattern 1 residuals 

 ! Salient MSA variables Localized variables 

 ! Exp Obs Res % MSA Exp Obs Res % Localized 

Relative pronoun 
"that" 

Universal 12 12 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 204 204 100.0% 204 0 204 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 108 108 100.0% 108 0 108 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 46 46 100.0% 46 0 46 0.0% 

Present tense 
conjugation 

Universal 6 6 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 114 114 100.0% 114 0 114 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 69 69 100.0% 69 0 69 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 23 23 100.0% 23 0 23 0.0% 

Imperative 
negation 

Universal 1 1 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 32 32 100.0% 32 0 32 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 11 11 100.0% 11 0 11 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 7 7 100.0% 7 0 7 0.0% 

Present tense 
negation 

Universal 1 1 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 11 11 100.0% 11 0 11 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 6 6 100.0% 6 0 6 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 1 1 100.0% 1 0 1 0.0% 

Yes/no 
interrogative 
particle [hal] 

Universal 1 1 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 15 15 100.0% 15 0 15 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 9 9 100.0% 9 0 9 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 3 3 100.0% 3 0 3 0.0% 

Noun "work" 

Universal 16 16 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 244 244 100.0% 244 0 244 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 151 151 100.0% 151 0 151 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 52 52 100.0% 52 0 52 0.0% 

Verb “do” 

Universal 9 9 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 161 161 100.0% 161 0 161 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 92 92 100.0% 92 0 92 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 31 31 100.0% 31 0 31 0.0% 

Verb "put" 

Universal 4 4 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 60 60 100.0% 60 0 60 0.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 36 36 100.0% 36 0 36 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 12 12 100.0% 12 0 12 0.0% 
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Past tense negation 

Universal 3 3 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 60 60 100.0% 60 0 60 0.0% 
G-
WPAIs 0 27 27 100.0% 27 0 27 0.0% 

E-WPAIs 0 15 15 100.0% 15 0 15 0.0% 

(Un)marked 
indefinite predicates 
of [kana] 

Universal n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
L-WPAIs 0 27 27 100.0% 27 0 27 0.0% 
G-
WPAIs 0 6 6 100.0% 6 0 6 0.0% 

E-WPAIs 0 8 8 100.0% 8 0 8 0.0% 

(Un)marked adverb 
“late” 

Universal n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
L-WPAIs 0 10 10 100.0% 10 0 10 0.0% 
G-
WPAIs 0 3 3 100.0% 3 0 3 0.0% 

E-WPAIs 0 2 2 100.0% 2 0 2 0.0% 

Emphatic particle 
[qad] 

Universal n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
L-WPAIs 0 16 16 100.0% 16 0 16 0.0% 
G-
WPAIs 0 12 12 100.0% 12 0 12 0.0% 

E-WPAIs n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
 
4.1.1 Salient MSA versus salient colloquial counterparts 

In the one universal WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the relative pronoun 

“that,” present tense conjugation, imperative negation, present tense negation, and the yes/no 

interrogative particle [hal] are consistently translated with salient MSA variables while their 

salient colloquial counterparts are completely absent. 

i) Lexical variation of the relative pronoun “that” 

 In Arabic, the gendered MSA relative pronouns [ʔalaði:] (that-M) and [ʔalati:] (that-F) 

differ lexically and morphologically from the non-gendered LA, GA, and EA relative pronoun 

[ɪlli] (that). Table 4 illustrates these salient MSA and salient LA/GA/EA counterparts. 
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Table 4: Lexical and morphological variation of the relative pronoun “that” 

Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 
that-M ʔalaði: - 
that-F ʔalati: - 
that - ɪlli 

 
 The relative pronoun “that” appears a total of 370 times throughout the one universal 

WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. Throughout all twenty-eight WPAIs, the relative 

pronoun “that” is exclusively translated with the salient MSA counterparts [ʔalaði:] (that-M.) and 

[ʔalati:] (that-F.) while the salient LA, GA, and EA counterpart [ɪlli] (that) is completely absent. 

For example, the English phrases “hours that you missed” and “activities that you could do” 

(Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3) are translated as: 

as-sa:ʕ-a:t  alati:   taγeib-ta  fi:-ha: 
DEF-hour-PL  that-F   miss-2MSG-PAST PREP-it 

 
and 

 
al-ʔanʃitˤa  alati:  jumkin-ak   al-qi:ja:m  fi:-ha: 
DEF-activity-PL that-F  able-3MSG-PRES-YOU DEF-do-GER  PREP-it 
 

Thus, translations of the relative pronoun “that” are 100.0% MSA and 0.0% localized in the one 

universal WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs (Table 3). 

ii) Morphological variation in present tense conjugation 

MSA conjugates 2MSG-PRES, 3MSG-PRES, and 3FSG-PRES verbs though prefixation of   

[ta-], [ya-], and [ta-] respectively. In contrast, LA prefixes include [b-ta-] (2MSG- PROG ASP),    

[b-ya-] (3MSG- PROG ASP), and [b-ta-] (3FSG- PROG ASP) and EA prefixes include [bi-ta-] (2MSG- 

PROG ASP), [bi-ya-] (3MSG- PROG ASP) and [bi-ta-] (3FSG-PROG ASP). GA present tense prefixes 

include [ti-] (2MSG-PRES), [yi-] (3MSG-PRES), and [ti-] (3FSG-PRES), which are orthographically 
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identical to the MSA counterparts, as well as [b-ti-] (2MSG- PROG ASP), [byi-] (3MSG- PROG ASP), 

and [b-ti-] (3FSG- PROG ASP). Table 5 displays this dichotomous variation. 

Table 5: Morphological variation of present tense conjugation 

Gloss MSA LA GA EA 
2MSG-PRES ta- - ti- - 
3MSG-PRES ya- - yi- - 
2MSG-PROG ASP - b-ta- b-ti- bi-ta- 
3MSG-PROG ASP - b-ya-  b-yi- bi-ya- 
  

Present tense verbs (2MSG, 3MSG, and 3FSG) appear 212 times throughout the twenty-

eight WPAIs in contexts such as “the following questions ask,” “the next questions are about,” 

and “are you currently employed” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). For example: 

hal ta-ʕamal  ħa:lij-jan 
do 2MS-PRES-work currently-ACC 
“do you currently work” (original English: “are you currently employed”) 
 
The salient MSA morphemes are used consistently throughout the one universal, fifteen 

L-, and three E-WPAIs while the salient GA and EA morphemes are absent. In the nine G-

WPAIs, it is unlikely that the use of the shared MSA/GA morphemes is an attempt at 

localization. Rather, it is more likely that the use of the shared MSA/GA morphemes is 

consistent with the use of the salient MSA morphemes throughout the MSA, L-, and E-WPAIs. 

Therefore, the use of the shared MSA/GA morphemes in the G-WPAIs is coded as MSA. Table 

3 demonstrates that the translation of the present tense conjugation is 100.0% MSA and 0.0% 

localized throughout all twenty-eight WPAIs. 

iii) Lexical and morphological variation of imperative negation 

Both MSA and GA negate imperative verbs with the shared free morpheme [la:] that 

precedes the 2MS-PRES verb but the LA and EA negation of imperative verbs differs lexically and 

morphologically. LA negates imperative verbs with either the free morpheme [ma:] that precedes 
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the verb (also 2MS-PRES) or the bound circumfix [ma⟩...⟨sh]. EA imperative negation also uses 

the bound circumfix [ma⟩...⟨sh]. The shared MSA/GA free morpheme and the dichotomous 

variation between MSA, LA, and EA are displayed in Table 6. 

Table 6: Lexical and morphological variation of imperative negation 

Gloss MSA LA GA EA 

NEG-IMP free morpheme 
la: - la: - 
- ma: - - 

NEG-IMP bound circumfix - ma⟩...⟨sh - ma⟩...⟨sh 
  
Negated imperative verbs appear a total of 53 times throughout the twenty-eight WPAI 

translations in contexts such as “do not include time you missed to participate in this study” 

(Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3): 

la:  tu-ðˤi:f 
NEG-IMP 2MSG-PRES-include 
 
Again, the salient MSA morphemes are used consistently throughout the one universal, 

fifteen L-, and three E-WPAIs while the salient LA and EA morphemes are absent. Table 3 

demonstrates that imperative negation is 100.0% MSA and 0.0% localized throughout all twenty-

eight WPAI translations. As with the present tense conjugation above, the use of the shared 

MSA/GA imperative negation throughout the G-WPAIs is coded as MSA because it is more 

likely that the morpheme is being used consistently with the salient MSA morpheme that appears 

throughout the MSA, L-, and E-WPAIs than as an attempt at localization through hybridization 

(Holes 2004). 

iv) Lexical and morphological variation of present tense negation 

While MSA negates present tense verbs with the free morpheme [la:], LA and GA negate 

present tense verbs with the free morpheme [ma:] and EA negates present tense verbs with either 

the bound circumfix [ma⟩...⟨ʃ] or the free morpheme [miʃ]. Thus, LA and GA present tense 
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negation differs lexically from MSA and EA differs both lexically and morphologically from 

MSA (Badawi et al. 2004). This dichotomous variation is displayed in Table 7. 

Table 7: Lexical and morphological variation of present tense negation 

Gloss MSA LA GA EA 

NEG free morpheme 
la: - - - 
- ma: ma: - 
- - - miʃ 

NEG bound circumfix - - - ma⟩...⟨ʃ 
  
In eighteen out of the twenty-eight WPAIs6, the English sentence “the next questions are 

about the past seven days, not including today” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3) is translated 

into Arabic using the negated present tense verb [la: ta-ʃmal] (3FSG-PRES-include) a total of 19 

times: 

al-ʔasʔila  at-ta:li:-ja  ta-taʕalaq      bi-l-ʔaija:m   
DEF-question-PL DEF-following-F-SG  3FSG-PRES-are about PREP-DEF-day-PL 
 
as-sabaʕ-a  al-ma:dˤi:-ja  wa-la:  ta-ʃmal     
DEF-seven-F-SG  DEF-past-F-SG   and-NEG 3FSG-PRES-include 
 
al-jawm 
DEF-today 
 

All 19 present tense verbs are translated with the salient MSA morphemes while the salient LA, 

GA, and EA morphemes are absent. Table 3 demonstrates that the translation of the present tense 

negation is 100.0% MSA and 0.0% localized throughout the eighteen WPAIs that include this 

phrasing.  

v) Use of the interrogative particle [hal] 

MSA forms yes/no questions with the interrogative particle [hal]. While the interrogative 

particle [hal] can be used in varieties of regional Arabic to express emphasis, particularly when 

                                                
6 Due to inconsistent translation, ten of the twenty-eight Arabic translations of the WPAI do not 
include this phrasing. 
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expressing an accusation, LA, GA, and EA generally express yes/no questions with rising 

intonation instead of the interrogative particle. In this case, while rising intonation is not 

orthographically salient, it is a salient colloquial variable. The dichotomous usage and omission 

of the MSA interrogative particle [hal] is displayed in Table 8. 

Table 8: Use of the interrogative particle [hal] 

Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 
yes/no-INT PTCL hal - 

  
Yes/no questions occur once in each of the twenty-eight universal and localized WPAI 

translations in the sentence “Are you currently employed (working for pay)?” (Reilly et al. 1993; 

Appendix 7.3), which is consistently translated with the interrogative particle [hal] as in the 

following examples: 

hal   ta-ʕamal  ħa:lij-jan ? 
yes/no-INT-PART work-2MSG-PRES currently-ACC ? 

 
and 

 
hal   ta-ʃγal   waðˤi:fa-tan  ? 
yes/no-INT-PART occupy-2MSG-PRES position-ACC ? 
 
Table 3 reflects the consistent usage of the salient MSA interrogative particle [hal] for all 

translations of yes/no questions throughout the one universal and twenty-seven localized WPAI 

translations, indicating 0.0% localization. 

The observed data indicates that salient MSA translations of the relative pronoun “that,” 

present tense conjugation, imperative negation, past tense negation, and yes/no interrogative 

particle were used throughout all twenty-eight WPAIs while the salient colloquial counterparts 

were not used at all. 
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4.1.2 Salient MSA versus shared MSA/LA/GA/EA counterparts  

In the one universal WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the translation of the 

noun “work,” the verb “do,” the imperative verb “put,” and past tense negation morphemes 

illustrates the consistent use of salient MSA variables and avoidance of shared MSA/LA/GA/EA 

counterparts. 

vi) Lexical variation of the noun “work” 

In Arabic, the noun “work” includes inflections of the MSA noun [ʕamal] (work-SG) and 

shared MSA/LA/GA/EA noun [ʃuγl] (work-SG)7. This variation is displayed in Table 9. 

Table 9: Lexical variation of the noun “work” 

Triliteral root Gloss MSA LA/GA EA 

ʕ-m-l 

work-SG ʕamal - - 
work-SG-ACC ʕamal-an - - 
work-SG-MY ʕamal-i: - - 
work-SG-GEN-YOUR ʕamal-i-ka - - 
DEF-work-SG al-ʕamal - - 
work-PL-YOUR ʔaʕama:l-i-ka - - 
DEF-work-PL. al-ʔaʕama:l - - 

ʃ-γ-l 

work-SG ʃuγl ʃuγul ʃuγl 
work-SG-ACC ʃuγl-an ʃuγul* ʃuγl* 
work-SG-MY ʃuγl-i: ʃuγul-i: ʃuγl-i: 
work-SG-GEN-YOUR ʃuγl-ak ʃuγul-ak ʃuγl-ak 
DEF-work-SG aʃ-ʃuγl aʃ-ʃuγul aʃ-ʃuγl 
work-PL-YOUR ʔaʃγa:l-ak ʔaʃγa:l-ak ʔaʃγa:l-ak 

  
The noun “work” appears in the original English WPAI in the following contexts: “Work 

Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire,” “how many hours did you miss from 

work,” “work you could do,” “your work,” “my work,” “prevented me from working,” “work at 

a job,” and “work around the house” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). In the one universal and 

                                                
7 LA, GA, and EA phonological variation is represented in transcriptions; however, this 
phonological variation is not salient in Arabic orthography. 
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twenty-seven WPAIs, seven inflections of the noun “work” appear a total of 463 times. For 

example, “work around the house” is translated as: 

 
al-ʔaʕama:l al-manzali:-ja 
DEF-work-PL DEF-domestic-F 
 
As with the variables discussed in Section 4.1.1, the noun “work” is translated 

exclusively with inflections of the salient MSA noun [ʕamal] (work-SG) throughout the all 

twenty-eight WPAIs despite the availability of the shared lexical item [ʃuγl] (work-SG); 

therefore, this variable is 0.0% localized (Table 3). 

vii) Lexical variation of the verb “do” 

In MSA, the concept of doing, performing, and accomplishing tasks can be expressed 

with inflected verb forms and gerunds derived from the following: [qum-ta bi-] (do-2MSG-PAST), 

[anʒaz-ta] (do-2MSG-PAST), [ʔada:ʔ] (do-GER), and [ʕamil-ta] (do-2MSG-PAST). In LA, GA, and 

EA, both the verb [ʕamil-t] (do-2MSG-PAST) and [sawwa-t] (do-2MSG-PAST) express this concept. 

Table 10 demonstrates the dichotomous use of [qum-ta bi-] (do-2MSG-PAST), [anʒaz-ta] (do-

2MSG-PAST), [ʔada:ʔ] (do-GER), and [sawwa-t] (do-2MSG-PAST) as well as the shared use of 

[ʕamil-ta] (do-2MSG-PAST). 

 

Table 10: Lexical variation of the verb “do” 

Triliteral root Gloss MSA LA GA EA 

q-w-m 
do-2MSG-PRES ta-qu:m bi- - - - 
do-2MSG-PAST qum-ta bi-/fi:- - - - 
do-GER qi:ja:m bi- - - - 

n-ʒ-z 
do-2MSG-PRES tu-nʒiz - - - 
do-2MSG-PAST anʒaz-ta - - - 
do-GER ʔinʒa:z - - - 

ʔ-d-ʔ do-GER ʔada:ʔ - - - 
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ʕ-m-l 
do-2MSG-PRES ta-ʕamil ta-ʕamal t-ʕamil ta-ʕamal 
do-2MSG-PAST ʕamil-ta ʕamal-it ʕamil-t ʕamal-t 
do-GER. ʕamal ʕamal ʕamil ʕamal 

s-w-y 
do-2MSG-PRES - ta-sawwi t-sawwi t-sawwi 
do-2MSG-PAST - sawwa-t sawwa-t sawwa-t 

 
The concept of doing, performing, and accomplishing tasks appears in the original 

English version of the WPAI in contexts such as “your ability to…perform regular activities,” 

“work you could do,” “you accomplished less,” “you could not do your work,” “your ability to 

do your regular daily activities,” “activities you do,” “activities you could do,” and “prevented 

me from doing my daily activities” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). In the twenty-eight 

WPAIs, six inflections of the verb “work” and gerund “working” appear a total of 293 times as 

in the following example: 

ʕala qudrat-ik ʕala al-qija:m bi-l-ʔanʃitˤa  al-yawmij-ja 
PREP ability-YOUR PREP def-doing-GER PREP-DEF-activity-PL DEF-daily-F-S 
 
Table 3 shows that salient MSA translations of the verb “do” are used consistently 

throughout the twenty-eight WPAIs while the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA counterparts [ʕamal-ta] 

(do-2MSG-PAST) and [ʕamal] (do-GER)8 are absent. The salient LA, GA, and EA counterpart 

[sawwa-t] (do-2MSG-PAST) is also absent. Thus, the translation of this variable is 0.0% localized. 

viii) Lexical variation of the verb “put” 

In MSA the imperative verb “put” can be conveyed with the imperative verbs [dˤaʕ] (put-

IMP) and [ħatˤtˤ] (put-IMP) as well as with the gerund [wadˤaʕ] (put-GER), which occurs in the 

passive phrase [yu-rʒa: wadˤaʕ] (request-3MSG-PAS put-GER). The imperative verb [ħatˤtˤ] (put-

IMP) is a shared variable that is also used in LA, GA, and EA. This variation is displayed in 

Table 11. 

                                                
8 [ʕamal] (do-GER) is semantically distinct from [ʕamal] (work-SG) 
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Table 11: Lexical variation of the verb “put” 

Gloss MSA LA GA EA 

put-IMP 
dˤaʕ - - - 
ħatˤtˤ ħutˤtˤ ħatˤtˤ ħutˤtˤ 

put-GER. wadˤaʕ - - - 
 
 In the twenty-eight WPAIs, the instructions “please fill in the blanks,” “circle a number,” 

and “check” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3) are translated with the MSA imperative verb 

[dˤaʕ] (put-IMP) and the MSA gerund [wadˤaʕ] (put-GER) as in the following examples: 

dˤaʕ  da:ʔira  ħawla  al-raqam… 
put-IMP circle-DO around-PREP DEF-circle 

 
and 

 
yu-rʒa:...  wadˤaʕ  daʔira… 
request-3MSG-PAS … put-GER circle-GEN 
 
Table 3 demonstrates salient MSA translations of the verb “put” were used consistently 

while shared MSA/LA/GA/EA counterparts were not observed in any of the WPAIs, resulting in 

0.0% localization. 

ix) Lexical and morphological variation of past tense negation 

In MSA, past tense negation can be expressed with the MSA portmanteau free morpheme 

[lam] that precedes present tense verbs or the shared MSA, LA, and GA free morpheme [ma:] 

that precedes present tense verbs (Badawi et al. 2004). EA negates past tense verbs with the 

salient EA bound circumfix [ma⟩...⟨sh], which is not a shared variable. The MSA free 

morpheme [lam], shared MSA, LA, and GA free morpheme [ma:], and EA circumfix 

[ma⟩...⟨sh] are displayed in Table 12. 
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Table 12: Lexical and morphological variation of past tense negation 

Gloss MSA LA/GA EA 

free morpheme 
lam - - 
ma: ma: - 

bound circumfix - - ma⟩...⟨ʃ 
  
Negated past tense verbs occur throughout the twenty-eight WPAIs a total of 105 times in 

contexts such as “health problems had no effect on my work” and “health problems had no effect 

on my daily activities” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3), which are translated as: 

lam  tu-ʔaθθir  al-maʃa:kil  asˤ-sˤiħħi:j-ja ʕala  
NEG-PAST affect-3FSG-PRES DEF-problem-PL DEF-health-F PREP  
 
ʕamal-i: 
work-MY 

 
and 

 
lam  tu-ʔaθθir  al-maʃa:kil  asˤ-sˤiħħi:j-ja ʕala 
NEG-PAST affect-3FSG-PRES DEF-problem-PL DEF-health-F   PREP 
 
ʔanʃitˤat-i:  al-jaumi:j-ja 
activity-PL-MY  DEF-daily-F 
 
Although [ma:] is a shared MSA/LA/GA lexical item, all past tense verbs in the twenty-

eight WPAIs are translated exclusively with the salient MSA morpheme [la:m] and are 0.0% 

localized (Table 3). 

Ultimately, translations of the noun “work,” the verb “do,” the verb “put,” and the past 

tense negation in the twenty-eight WPAIs are 100.0% MSA and 0.0% localized because salient 

MSA variables were used consistently despite the availability of shared MSA/LA/GA/EA 

counterparts. 
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4.1.3 Salient MSA versus simplified counterparts  

In the one universal WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, salient MSA 

translations are used for three variables that are characterized by simplified counterparts, 

indicating 0.0% localization. These three variables include indefinite predicates of [kana], the 

adverb “late,” and the emphatic MSA particle [qad]. 

x) Morphological variation of (un)marked indefinite predicates of the verb [kana] 

MSA is characterized by a case marking system that includes nominative, accusative, and 

genitive cases. For definite nouns and adjectives, the accusative case is marked with affixed short 

vowel fatha while indefinite nouns and adjectives are marked by nunation of the short vowel 

fatha, or tanwi:n. In the case of indefinite words ending with the letter ta: marbu:tˤa, the tanwi:n 

is orthographically represented as a diacritical mark over the ta: marbu:tˤa. In the case of 

indefinite words that do not end with ta: marbu:tˤa, the tanwi:n is orthographically represented 

as a diacritical mark either over the final letter of the lexeme, after which an alif is suffixed, or 

over the suffixed alif itself. While the orthographic representation of the tanwi:n is traditional, 

many texts do not represent short vowels orthographically; therefore, the tanwi:n is often omitted 

from written texts. In texts that do not represent the tanwi:n orthographically, indefinite 

accusative words that do not end in ta: marbu:tˤa retain the suffixed alif, which remains as a 

salient marker of the accusative case, while indefinite accusative words that do end in ta: 

marbu:tˤa do not retain any salient markers of the accusative case (Badawi, Carter, & Gully 

2004). 
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One example of nunation found in the WPAI translations is the indefinite predicate of the 

verb [kana]9. In MSA, the verb [kana] (be-3MSG-PAST) can express the past tense within an 

equational sentence, in which the predicate of [kana] takes the accusative case that, when 

indefinite, is written either with alif and tanwi:n or just alif as discussed above (Badawi et al. 

2004). In regional varieties of colloquial Arabic, indefinite predicates of the verb [kana] are not 

marked for case. This dichotomous use of case marking is displayed in Table 13. 

Table 13: Morphological simplification of (un)marked indefinite predicates of the verb 

[kana] 

Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 

Marked ACC 
N-ACC - 
ADJ-ACC - 

Unmarked 
- N 
- ADJ 

 
 The original English version of the WPAI includes the past tense of the verb “to be” in 

contexts such as “you were limited in the amount or kind of work you could do,” and “health 

problems affected your activities a great deal,” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). 

While the verb [kana] (be-3F-PAST) appears twice in the one MSA translation, it is 

followed by prepositional predicates rather than nominal predicates: 

inn ka:n-at  al-ʔiʒa:ba bi-la… 
if be-3FS-PAST DEF-answer PREP-no 
 
In ten L-, three G-, and two E-WPAIs, the verbs [kana] (be-3MSG-PAST) and [kun-ta] (be-

2MSG-PAST) appear with indefinite masculine predicates marked in the accusative case (either 

with alif and tanwi:n or just alif) 41 times as in the following example: 

alati: kun-ta  qa:dir-an ʕala al-qi:jam  bi-ha 

                                                
9 Analysis of these morphological forms only includes words that do not end in ta: marbu:tˤa 
because, as discussed above, some texts do not represent the tanwi:n orthographically. 
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that be-2MS-PAST able-M-S-ACC PREP DEF-doing-GER PREP-it 
“[that] you could do” 
 

Table 3 reflects the consistent use of salient accusative MSA forms rather than simplified 

unmarked forms in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, indicating 0.0% localization. 

xi) Morphological variation of the (un)marked adverb “late” 

In MSA, adverbs take the accusative case and may be marked with tanwi:n as discussed 

above (Badawi et al. 2004). In LA, GA, and EA the use of the accusative case to form adverbs is 

not productive, though some fossilized forms such as [tama:m-an] (completely-ACC) and  

[aħja:n-an] (sometimes-ACC) remain in use. Table 14 displays these dichotomous adverbial 

forms. 

Table 14: Morphological simplification of the (un)marked adverb “late” 

Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 
Marked ACC ADV-ACC - 
Unmarked - ADV 

  
Thus, the MSA translation of the adverb “late,” which appears in the English version of 

the WPAI in the phrase “times you went in late” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3), is the 

marked form [mutaʔaxir-an] (late-ACC) and the simplified LA, GA, and EA counterpart is the 

unmarked form [mutaʔaxir] (late). While neither the marked form [mutaʔaxir-an] or the 

unmarked form [mutaʔaxir] (late) appear in the one universal WPAI, the marked form 

[mutaʔaxir-an] does appear in ten L-, three G-, and two E-WPAIs. All 15 occurrences of the 

adverb “late” in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs are marked orthographically with either alif or both 

alif and tanwi:n (Table 3) indicating 0.0% localization for this variable. Furthermore, the three 

G-and two E-WPAI translations that contain the marked adverb [mutaʔaxir-an] (late-ACC) are the 

same translations discussed above that contain the marked indefinite predicates of [kana]. This 
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suggests that, at least in these five G-and E-WPAI translations, that the use of marked 

accusatives is consistent in “localized” text. 

xii) Use of the emphatic particle [qad] 

The emphatic particle [qad] is used in formal MSA and CA varieties of Arabic to add 

emphasis to past tense verbs and, in some contexts, to form the pluperfect tense. Regional 

varieties of Arabic do not use the particle [qad], but utilize pronouns to add emphasis to past 

tense verbs, which are already conjugated for person and number, as in the following example: 

huwwa  ra:ħ 
he  go-3MS-PAST 
“he went” 
 

Table 15 demonstrates the dichotomous usage and omission of the emphatic particle [qad]. 

Table 15: Use of the emphatic particle [qad] 

Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 
EMP PTCL qad - 

  
Interestingly, the emphatic particle [qad] does not appear at all in the one universal 

WPAI, but does appear a total of 28 times in four of the fifteen L-WPAIs and three of the nine 

G-WPAIs despite the fact that the use of [qad] in colloquial varieties of Arabic is inappropriate. 

In these seven translations the emphatic particle [qad] is used the contexts such as “if health 

problems affected…” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3), which is translated as: 

ʔiða ka:n-at  al-maʃakil  asˤ-sˤiħ-ija  qad    
 if be-3FS-PAST DEF-problem-PL DEF-health-F-S  EMP PTCL  
 

ʔaθθar-at  
affect-3FS-PAST 

 
While the absence of [qad] in the majority of the WPAIs is not an indication of either 

localized or MSA usage, the use of [qad] in these seven L- and G-WPAIs unequivocally 
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indicates the use of MSA. Table 3 reflects that the use of the salient MSA variable [qad] in the L-

and G-WPAI results in 0.0% localization. 

The use of marked indefinite predicates of [kana], marked forms of the adverb “late,” and 

the emphatic MSA particle [qad] in lieu of simplified counterparts indicates that these variables 

are 0.0% localized in the universal, L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 

4.1.4 Conclusion 

For the twelve variables within Pattern 1, salient MSA translations are used throughout 

the twenty-eight WPAIs while salient LA, GA, and EA counterparts, shared MSA/LA/GA/EA 

counterparts, and simplified counterparts are absent. The use of salient MSA variables in the one 

universal MSA translation is culturally appropriate and meets industry standards; however, the 

use of salient MSA variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs does not meet localization standards. 

This complete lack of localized variables can be attributed to the avoidance of salient colloquial 

variables as well as shared and simplified variables associated with middle registers of Arabic; 

variables that “while perfectly correct and acceptable as MSA, have the “taint” of colloquialism 

because they occur in the dialects” (Holes 2004, p. 314). The tension between localization 

standards and cultural norms is addressed in greater detail in Chapter 5.  

 

4.2 Pattern 2: Exclusive use of MSA in the universal WPAI and varying degrees of 

localization in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs 

Pattern 2 consists of two variables (the verb “work” and the imperative verb “think”) that 

are translated consistently in MSA in the one universal WPAI and are inconsistently localized in 

the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs through the use of shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables and 

simplified variables. Despite the fact that these two variables are not consistently localized 
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throughout the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the use of some shared MSA/LA/GA/EA and simplified 

variables indicates a higher degree of localization than Pattern 1. The residuals listed in Table 16 

reflect 0.0% localization in the one universal WPAI and varying degrees of localization in the 

twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 

Table 16: Pattern 2 residuals 

  Salient MSA variables Localized variables 

  Exp Obs Res % MSA Exp Obs Res % Localized 

Verb "work" 

Universal 1 1 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 26 26 78.8% 33 7 26 21.2% 
G-WPAIs 0 18 18 100.0% 18 0 18 0.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 5 5 71.4% 7 2 5 28.6% 

Imperative 
verb "think" 

Universal 2 2 0 100.0% 0 0 0 0.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 6 6 15.8% 38 32 6 84.2% 
G-WPAIs 0 11 11 37.9% 29 18 11 62.1% 
E-WPAIs 0 0 0 0.0% 6 6 0 100.0% 

  
4.2.1 Localization through the use of a shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variable 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, localization can be achieved through the use of shared 

variables, which are appropriate for use in both formal and informal registers, and therefore 

represent movement away from salient MSA variables and towards localization. In Pattern 2, one 

variable, the verb “work,” achieves localization through the use of shared variables. 

xiii) Lexical variation of the verb “work” 

The Arabic verb “work” shares the same trilateral roots (ʕ-m-l and ʃ-γ-l) as the noun 

“work” (Table 9). In MSA, the verb “work” can be expressed with the verb [ʕamal-ta] (work-

2MSG-PAST), which is a pattern I verb derived from the root ʕ-m-l, and the verbs [ʃaγl-ta] (work-

2MSG-PAST) and [ʔiʃtaγal-t] (work-2MSG-PAST), which are pattern I and pattern VIII verbs 

derived from the root ʃ-γ-l. The pattern VIII verb [ʔiʃtaγal-t] (work-2MSG-PAST) is also a shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA lexical item. This variation is displayed in Table 17. 
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Table 17: Lexical variation of the verb “work” 

Triliteral 
root 

Verb 
pattern Gloss MSA LA GA EA 

ʕ-m-l I 

work-2MSG-PRES ta-ʕamal - - - 
work-2MSG-PAST ʕamal-ta - - - 
are-2MSG-PAST work-
2MSG-PRES 

kun-ta ta-
ʕamal - - - 

 ʃ-γ-l I 

occupy a position-
2MSG-PRES ta-ʃaγl - - - 

occupy a position-
2MSG-PAST ʃaγl-ta - - - 

 ʃ-γ-l VIII 

work-2MSG-PRES ta-ʃtaγl ta-ʃtaγl ta-ʃtiγl ta-ʃtaγl 
work-2MSG-PAST ʔiʃtaγal-t ʔiʃtaγal-t ʔiʃtiγal-t ʔiʃtaγal-t 
are-2MSG-PAST work-
2MSG-PRES 

kun-t ta-
ʃtaγl 

kun-t ta-
ʃtaγl 

kun-t ta-
ʃtiγl 

kun-t ta-
ʃtaγl 

 
 In the original English WPAI, the verb “work” appears in contexts such as “your ability 

to work,” “are you currently employed,” “working for pay,” “did you actually work,” and “while 

you were working” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). These phrases appear 59 times throughout 

the twenty-eight WPAI translations. For example: 

hal ta-ʕamal  ħa:lij-jan 
do 2MS-PRES-work currently-ACC 
 
In the one universal WPAI and the nine G-WPAIs, the verb “work” is consistently 

translated with the salient MSA verbs [ta-ʕamal] (work-2MSG-PRES), [ʕamal-ta] (work-2MSG-

PAST), and [ʃaγl-ta] (work-2MSG-PAST), resulting in 0.0% localization. While 0.0% localization is 

expected for the universal WPAI, localization is expected for the G-WPAIs (Table 16). 

The verb “work” is translated using both salient MSA and shared MSA/LA/GA/EA 

counterparts in the L-and E-WPAIs. In the fifteen L-WPAIs, the verb “work” appears a total of 

33 times. Of these 33 occurrences, inflections of the salient MSA verbs [ʕamal-ta] (work-2MSG-

PAST) and [ʃaγl-ta] (work-2MSG-PAST) occur 26 times and inflections of the shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA verb [ʔiʃtaγal-t] (work-2MSG-PAST) occur 7 times. The resulting residuals (26) 
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reflect the fact that 21.2% of the translations of the verb “work” are localized in the L-WPAIs 

(Table 16). In the three E-WPAIs, the verb “work” appears a total of 7 times. Of these 7 

occurrences, inflections of the salient MSA verb [ʕamal-ta] (work-2MSG-PAST) occur 5 times and 

inflections of the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA verb [ʔiʃtaγal-t] (work-2MSG-PAST) occur 2 times. The 

salient MSA verb [ʃaγl-ta] (work-2MSG-PAST) does not appear in the E-WPAIs. The resulting 

residuals (5) reflect the fact that 28.6% of the translations of the verb “work” are localized in the 

E-WPAIs (Table 16). 

4.2.2 Localization through the use of a simplified variable 

Similar to shared variables, simplified variables also represent movement away from 

salient MSA variables and towards localization. In Pattern 2, the imperative verb “think,” 

achieves localization through the use of simplified variables. 

xiv) Lexical and morphological variation of the imperative verb “think” 

The original English WPAI contains the imperative verbs “think about” and “consider” 

(Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3), which are translated 75 times throughout the twenty-eight 

WPAI translations. For example, “think about days that” is translated as: 

fakkar  fi: al-ʔaija:m alati: 
think-IMP PREP DEF-day-PL that 
 

The two English verbs “think about” and “consider” map onto five Arabic verbs10: three MSA 

verbs, one LA verb, and one shared MSA/LA/GA/EA verb. For the root ð-k-r, the measure I and 

IV verbs [ʔuðkur] (mention-IMP) and [taðakkar] (think-IMP) are salient MSA variables and the 

measure II verb [ðakkar] (think-IMP) is an LA variable. For the root f-k-r, the measure II verb 

[fakkar] (think about-IMP) is a shared MSA/GA/EA variable and, for the root r-ʒ-ʕ, the measure 

                                                
10 The fact that the MSA translations [ʔuðkur] (mention-IMP) and [ʔistarʒiʕ] (recall-IMP) deviate 
semantically from the original English verbs “think about” and “consider” is most likely 
connected to translators’ lexical choice. 
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X verb [ʔistarʒiʕ] (recall-IMP) is another salient MSA variable. The measure II verbs are 

considered more simplified than the morphologically more complex measure IV and X verbs. 

While measure I verbs can generally be considered more simplified than measure II verbs, in the 

case of the verb “think,” the measure II verbs derived from the roots f-k-r and ð-k-r are 

considered more localized than the measure I verb derived from the root ð-k-r because the 

lexeme [ʔuðkur] (mention-IMP) is associated with formal usage. Table 18 displays this variation. 

Table 18: Lexical and morphological variation of the verbs “think about” and “consider” 

Triliteral root Measure Gloss MSA LA GA/EA 
ð-k-r I mention-IMP ʔu-ðkur - - 
ð-k-r IV think-IMP taðakkar - - 
r-ʒ-ʕ X think about-IMP ʔistarʒiʕ - - 
ð-k-r II think-IMP - ðakkar - 
f-k-r II think-IMP fakkar - fakkar 

  
In the one universal WPAI, the verbs “think about” and “consider” each occur once and 

are both translated with the salient MSA imperative verb [taðakkar] (think about-IMP). The 

resulting residual (0) reflects the fact that the translation of the verbs “think about” and 

“consider” are 0.0% localized, as expected for the universal WPAI (Table 16). 

In the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the verbs “think about” and “consider” are translated with 

both salient MSA and simplified counterparts. In the fifteen L-WPAIs, the shared MSA/GA/EA 

imperative verb [fakkar] appears 32 times and the salient MSA imperative verbs [taðakkar], 

[ʔistarʒiʕ], and [ʔuðkur] appear 4, 2, and 0 times respectively. While the salient LA verb 

[ðakkar] (think-IMP) was not observed, the shared MSA/GA/EA verb [fakkar] can be considered 

a localized variable in the L-WPAIs because both [ðakkar] and [fakkar] are measure II verbs. As 

a simplified variable, [fakkar] achieves a higher degree of localization than the use of salient 

MSA variables. The resulting residuals (6) indicate that 84.2% of the translations of the verbs 
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“think about” and “consider” are successfully localized according to industry standards through 

the use of the simplified form [fakkar] (Table 24). In the nine G-WPAI translations, the shared 

MSA/GA/EA verb [fakkar] appears 18 times and the resulting residuals (18) indicate that that 

62.1% of the translations of the verbs “think about” and “consider” are successfully localized 

according to industry standards (Table 24). In the three E-WPAIs, the verb “think” appears 6 

times and is consistently translated with the shared MSA/GA/EA lexical item [fakkar]. The 

resulting residuals (0) indicate that the verbs “think about” and “consider” are 100.0% localized 

(Table 16). 

While the translation of the verbs “think about” and “consider” is 100.0% MSA in the 

universal WPAI and the E-WPAIs, the L-and G-WPAIs demonstrate varying degrees of 

localization: 84.2% and 62.1% respectively.  

4.2.3 Conclusion 

Within Pattern 2, the use of the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA pattern VIII verb [ʔiʃtaγal-t] 

(work-2MSG-PAST) and the simplified verb [fakkar] (think -IMP) throughout the twenty-seven L-, 

G-, and E-WPAIs indicates that these two variables are localized to a greater degree than those in 

Pattern 1. 

 

4.3 Pattern 3: Varying degrees of localization in the universal WPAI and the L-, G-, and E-

WPAIs 

Pattern 3 includes seven variables that are inconsistently localized throughout the one 

universal WPAI and the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs through the use of shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA variables and simplified variables. These variables include: word order, 

emphatic phrases, the adjective “past,” the adverbial complementizer “because,” the adjectives 
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“regular” and “usual,” indefinite masculine direct objects, and the interrogative particle “how 

many.” As in Pattern 2, despite the fact that these variables are not consistently localized 

throughout the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the use of some shared MSA/LA/GA/EA and simplified 

variables indicates a higher degree of localization than Pattern 1. The use of localized variables 

in the universal WPAI is an unexpected departure from Patterns 1 and 2, in which salient MSA 

variables are used consistently. The residuals listed in Table 19 display the degree to which each 

variable is localized in the universal, L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 

Table 19: Pattern 3 residuals 

 

  Salient MSA variables Localized variables 

  Exp Obs Res % MSA Exp Obs Res % Localized 

Word order 

Universal 12 11 1 91.7% 0 1 1 8.3% 
L-WPAIs 0 175 175 95.6% 183 8 175 4.4% 
G-WPAIs 0 110 110 94.8% 116 6 110 5.2% 
E-WPAIs 0 39 39 97.5% 40 1 39 2.5% 

Emphatic 
phrases 

Universal 8 6 2 75.0% 0 2 2 25.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 50 50 54.3% 92 42 50 45.7% 

G-WPAIs 0 28 28 48.3% 58 30 28 51.7% 

E-WPAIs 0 12 12 85.7% 14 2 12 14.3% 

Adjective 
"past" 

Universal 6 0 6 0.0% 0 6 6 100.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 0 0 0.0% 77 77 0 100.0% 
G-WPAIs 0 5 5 9.1% 55 50 5 90.9% 
E-WPAIs 0 0 0 0.0% 18 18 0 100.0% 

Adverbial 
complementizer 
"because" 

Universal 3 0 3 0.0% 0 3 3 100.0% 

L-WPAIs 0 2 2 5.0% 40 38 2 95.0% 

G-WPAIs 0 12 12 32.4% 37 25 12 67.6% 
E-WPAIs 0 6 6 54.5% 11 5 6 45.5% 

Adjective 
“regular/usual”  

Universal 5 1 4 20.0% 0 4 4 80.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 23 23 26.1% 88 65 23 73.9% 
G-WPAIs 0 0 0 0.0% 53 53 0 100.0% 
E-WPAIs 0 0 0 0.0% 18 18 0 100.0% 
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(Un)marked 
accusative 
indefinite direct 
objects  

Universal 4 0 4 0.0% 0 4 4 100.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 71 71 97.3% 73 2 71 2.7% 
G-WPAIs 0 39 39 95.1% 41 2 39 4.9% 
E-WPAIs 0 12 12 100.0% 12 0 12 0.0% 

Interrogative 
particle “how 
many”  

Universal 3 0 3 0.0% 0 3 3 100.0% 
L-WPAIs 0 12 12 26.7% 45 33 12 73.3% 
G-WPAIs 0 9 9 33.3% 27 18 9 66.7% 
E-WPAIs 0 0 0 0.0% 9 9 0 100.0% 

 
4.3.1 Localization through the use of a shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables 

As in Pattern 2, the use of shared variables indicates localization. In Pattern 3, four 

variables (word order, emphatic phrases, the adjective “past,” and the adverbial complementizer 

“because”) are translated using shared variables both in the universal WPAI and in the L-, G-, 

and E-WPAIs. 

xv) Syntactic variation of VSO and SVO word order 

While MSA word order is often conflated with VSO (verb-subject-object) word order and 

colloquial Arabic word order is often conflated with SVO (subject-object-verb) word order, these 

are oversimplified assumptions since syntactic and discourse-related factors play a large role in 

determining word order in MSA and regional varieties of Arabic. Traditionally, word order in 

CA and MSA is relatively flexible, allowing VSO, SVO, VOS (verb-object-subject), and OVS 

(object-verb-subject) structures, which are disambiguated by nominal case markings. MSA 

orthographical conventions do not require that nominal case markings be written (with the 

exception of certain morphemes such as the salient suffixed alif on indefinite accusative nouns) 

and as a result word order does play a large role in expressing meaning. In MSA, VSO-structured 

sentences consist of a verb followed by an agent, which can be a pronominal morpheme bound to 

the verb itself or an overt noun following the verb. Generally, VSO word order is utilized in 

MSA for event-oriented narratives and when the agent is indefinite. VSO word order is 
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particularly prominent in newspapers. SVO-structured sentences consist of a subject and 

predicate and are often used for expository writing and for newspaper headlines (Badawi et al. 

2004, p. 306, 344-49; Holes 2004, p. 250-53, 259-62). 

Colloquial word order varies among dialects, though SVO word order tends to be more 

prominent than VSO among urban varieties of LA, GA, and EA. While VSO is used for 

indefinite subjects and “event stating” (e.g. LA verbs [ra:ħ] (went), [nizil] (descended), and 

[daxal] (entered) (Holes 2004, p. 259)), SVO word order is often used to avoid potential 

ambiguity between freestanding subjects and direct objects and with habitual or continuing 

actions. Unlike MSA, which places the heaviest lexical strings as far to the right as possible 

through a process called “end-weighing” (heavy nominal strings are placed after the verb), LA in 

particular places the heaviest lexical strings to the left (heavy nominal strings occur before the 

verb) (Badawi et al. 2004, p. 306, 344-49; Holes 2004, p. 250-53, 259-62). 

For the purpose of determining the degree of localization in the WPAI translations, this 

analysis considers SVO word order to be an indicator of localization because it is generally more 

prominent in regional varieties of Arabic than VSO. Thus, VSO word order is considered to be 

an indicator of MSA. This dichotomy is displayed in Table 20. 

Table 20: Syntactic variation of VSO and SVO word order 

Salient MSA LA/GA/EA 
VSO - 
- SVO 

  
The twenty-eight WPAI translations contain 351 clauses that contain both a predicate and 

antecedent. This analysis excludes Arabic relative clauses and clauses that lack a verb, lack an 

explicit subject, begin with an imperative verb, begin with a fronted predicate, begin with a ħa:l 

structure, and all sentences beginning with imperative verbs because these clauses either lack the 
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elements necessary to determine whether the word order is VSO or SVO or because certain 

clause structures are constrained by a certain word order. An example of VSO word order in the 

WPAI is: 

ta-du:r   al-ʔasʔila  at-ta:li:-ja  ħawla… 
are about-3FSG-PRES DEF-question-PL DEF-following-F around… 
 

and an example of SVO word order in the WPAI is: 

al-ʔasʔila  at-ta:li:-ja  ta-taʕallaq  bi… 
DEF-question-PL DEF-following-F 3FSG-PRES-relate PREP… 
 
VSO order occurs more frequently than SVO word order in the one universal WPAI and 

in the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. In the one universal MSA translation, 11 out of 12 

clauses that contain both a predicate and antecedent are VSO-ordered and 1 is SVO-ordered. The 

resulting residuals (1) reflect the fact that 91.7% of the clauses analyzed in the universal WPAI 

translation are VSO-ordered and 8.3% are SVO-ordered; therefore, 8.3% of the clauses analyzed 

in the universal WPAI are localized (Table 19). Similarly, only 8 out of 183 clauses in the L-

WPAIs, 6 out of 116 clauses in the G-WPAIs, and 1 out of 40 clauses in the E-WPAIs are SVO-

ordered. The resulting residuals (175, 110, and 39) indicate that only 4.4%, 5.2%, and 2.5% of 

these clauses were localized through the use of SVO word order. 

The dominant use of VSO clauses is appropriate in the one universal MSA translation; 

however, the infrequent and inconsistent use of SVO clauses in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs 

indicates a low degree of localization. Interestingly, the one universal WPAI translation contains 

proportionately more localized SVO-ordered clauses than the L-, G-, and E-WPAI translations. 

xvi) Syntactic variation in emphatic phrases 

The twenty-eight WPAI translations contain a great deal of variation in the translation of 

emphatic phrases. The English phrases such as “Health problems had no effect on my work” and 
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“Health problems completely prevented me from working” are translated using emphatic 

prepositional and adverbial phrases as well as the al-mafʕu:l al-mutˤlaq structure. The al-mafʕu:l 

al-mutˤlaq structure is composed of three elements: a verb, an indefinite masdˤa:r (gerund) that 

functions as a direct object and is derived from both the same root and the same pattern of the 

verb, and an adjective that agrees with the masdˤa:r in gender and number. The al-mafʕu:l al-

mutˤlaq is emphatic, and generally carries an adverbial meaning. In MSA, the indefinite masdˤa:r 

and adjective are marked by the accusative case (Badawi et al. 2004) as in the following 

example: 

nim-tu   nawm-an  ʕami:q-an 
sleep-1SG-PAST sleep-GER-ACC  deep-ACC 
“I slept deeply” 
 

In regional varieties of Arabic, neither the indefinite masdˤa:r nor adjective take any case 

markings. The LA/GA/EA counterpart to the example above notably lacks the accusative case: 

nim-t   nowm   ʕami:q 
sleep-1SG-PAST sleep-GER  deep 
“I slept deeply” 
 
The prepositional phrases, adverbial phrases, and al-mafʕu:l al-mutˤlaq structures used 

throughout the WPAI translations are characterized by salient MSA and shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA counterparts. The salient MSA emphatic phrases used in the WPAIs include 

five prepositional phrases, one adverbial phrase, and two al-mafʕu:l al-mutˤlaq structures. The 

five salient MSA prepositional phrases are as follows: (ʔaθθar-at bi-qadr kabi:r) [affect-3FS-PAST 

PREP-extent large] and (ʔaθθar-at bi-qadr qali:l) [affect-3FS-PAST PREP-extent large], which 

contain the salient MSA lexeme [qadr] (extent); [ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl tˤafi:f] (affect-3FS-PAST 

PREP-manner slight), which contains the salient MSA lexeme [tˤafi:f] (slight); [lam tu-ʔaθθir ila 

qali:l-an] (NEG 3FS-PRES-affect except little-ACC), which contains the accusative-marked 
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[qali:l-an] (little-ACC) instead of the unmarked [qali:l] (little)11; and [lam ta-manaʕ-ni: ʕala al-

ʔitˤla:q] (NEG F3S-PRES-prevent-me PREP DEF-absolutely), which contains the formal phrase 

[ʕala al-ʔitˤla:q] (PREP DEF-absolutely) instead of the morphologically simplified adverbs 

[ʔitˤla:q-an] (absolutely-ACC) or [tama:m-an] (completely-ACC) that retain the accusative as a 

fossilized form. The one salient MSA adverbial phrase [manaʕ-t-ni: kulij-jan] (prevent-3FS-PAST-

me all-ACC) is considered MSA because of the inflected adverb [kulij-jan], which is not 

commonly used in informal varieties. Finally, the two salient MSA al-mafʕu:l al-mutˤlaq 

structures are: 

ʔaθθar-at  taʔθi:r-an kabi:r-an 
affect-3FS-PAST effect-ACC large-ACC 
“health problems affected your work a great deal” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3) 

 
and 

 
manaʕ-at-ni:     maʃa:kil-i:        asˤ-sˤiħħi:j-ja manaʕ-an   
prevent-3FSG-PAST-ME  problem-PL-MY  DEF-health-F    prevention-ACC 
 
ta:mm-an 
completely-ACC 
“health problems completely prevented me from…” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3) 
 
The shared emphatic phrases used in the WPAIs include two prepositional phrases and 

one adverbial phrase. The prepositional phrases [ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl kabi:r] (affect-3FS-PAST 

PREP-manner large) and [ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl basi:tˤ] (affect-3FS-PAST PREP-manner simple) are 

considered shared variables because they contain the shared lexeme [ʃekl] (manner). The one 

adverbial phrase [manaʕ-t-ni: tama:m-an] (prevent-3FS-PAST-me completely-ACC) is considered 

shared because of the shared lexeme [tama:m-an], which is a fossilized accusative adverb that is 

commonly used in regional varieties of Arabic. 

                                                
11 The use of the salient MSA free morpheme [lam] (NEG + V-PAST) opposed to the shared 
MSA/LA/GA counterpart [ma:] (NEG + V-PRES) is discussed in Section 4.1.1. 
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Table 21 displays these salient MSA and shared variables that appear throughout the 

WPAIs (al-mafʕu:l al-mutˤlaq is abbreviated as MM). Table 21 also displays one salient MSA, 

one shared, and three salient colloquial phrases that do not appear in the WPAIs, but serve as 

additional comparison. The salient MSA phrase [ma: ʔaθθar-at ila qali:l-an] (NEG affect-3FS-

PAST except little-ACC) contains the accusative-marked [qali:l-an] (little-ACC) instead of the 

unmarked [qali:l] (little). The shared phrase [ma: manaʕ-t-ni: ʔitˤla:q-an] (NEG 3FS-PRES-prevent-

me absolutely-ACC) contains the morphologically simplified adverb [ʔitˤla:q-an] (absolutely-

ACC). Finally, the salient colloquial adverbial phrase [ma ʔaθθar-at ila ʔali:l] (NEG affect-3FS-

PAST except little) and al-mafʕu:l al-mutˤlaq structures [ʔaθθar-at taʔθi:r kabi:r] (affect-3FS-PAST 

effect large) and [manaʕ-t-ni: manaʕ tama:m-an] (prevent-3FS-PAST-me prevention completely-

ACC) are all unmarked for case. 

Table 21: Syntactic variation in emphatic phrases 

Gloss Salient MSA LA/GA/EA 

PP 

affect-3FS-PAST PREP-extent large ʔaθθar-at bi-qadr kabi:r  - 
affect-3FS-PAST PREP-extent little ʔaθθar-at bi-qadr qali:l - 
affect-3FS-PAST PREP-manner slight ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl tˤafi:f - 
NEG 3FS-PRES-affect except little-ACC lam tu-ʔaθir ila qali:l-an - 

NEG affect-3FS-PAST except little-ACC ma: ʔaθθar-at ila qali:l-
an - 

NEG F3S-PRES-prevent-me PREP DEF-
absolutely 

lam ta-manaʕ-ni: ʕala al-
ʔitˤla:q - 

AD
V prevent-3FS-PAST-me all-ACC manaʕ-t-ni: kulij-jan - 

M
M 

affect-3FS-PAST effect-ACC large-ACC ʔaθθar-at taʔθi:r-an 
kabi:r-an  - 

prevent-3FS-PAST-me prevention-ACC 
complete-ACC 

manaʕ-t-ni: manaʕ-an 
ta:mm-an - 

PP 
affect-3FS-PAST PREP-manner large ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl kabi:r ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl kabi:r 
affect-3FS-PAST PREP-manner simple ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl basi:tˤ ʔaθθar-at bi-ʃekl basi:tˤ 

AD
V 

NEG F3S-PRES-prevent-me absolutely-
ACC 

ma: manaʕ-t-ni: ʔitˤla:q-
an 

ma: manaʕ-t-ni: 
ʔitˤla:q-an 

prevent-3FS-PAST-me completely-ACC manaʕ-t-ni: tama:m-an manaʕ-t-ni: tama:m-an 
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PP NEG affect-3FS-PAST except little - ma ʔaθar-at ila ʔali:l 

M
M 

affect-3FS-PAST effect large - ʔaθir-at taʔθi:r kabi:r 

prevent-3FS-PAST-me prevention 
completely-ACC - manaʕ-t-ni: manaʕ 

tama:m-an 
  
Overall, the twenty-eight WPAIs contain a mix of salient MSA and shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA emphatic phrases. Of the 8 emphatic phrases in the one universal WPAI 

translation, 6 were translated using salient MSA variables and 2 were translated using shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA variables. The resulting residuals (2) reflect that fact that 25.0% of these 

phrases are translated using salient MSA variables. 

In the L-WPAIs, emphatic phrases appear 92 times and of those, 50 were translated using 

salient MSA variables and 42 were translated using shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables. The 

resulting residuals (50) reflect the fact that 45.7% of these phrases were localized using shared 

forms. Similarly, emphatic phrases appear 58 times in the G-WPAI translations and of those, 28 

were translated using salient MSA forms while 30 were translated using shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA variables. The resulting residuals (28) reflect the fact that 51.7% of these 

phrases were localized using shared forms. Finally, in the E-WPAI translations, emphatic 

phrases appear 14 times and of those, 12 were translated using salient MSA variables. The 

resulting residuals (12) reflect the fact that 14.3% of these phrases were localized. 

xvii) Lexical variation of the adjective “past” 

In Arabic, the adjective “past” is characterized by the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA lexeme 

[ma:dˤi:] (past-M.), which is appropriate for use in formal and informal varieties and in multiple 

regional dialects, as well as the salient MSA counterpart [ʔa:xi:r] (last-M) and the salient LA and 

EA counterparts [ɪlli raħ] (that go-3MSG-PAST) and [ɪlli fa:t] (that go-3MSG-PAST). This variation 

is displayed in Table 22. 
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Table 22: Lexical variation of the adjective “past” 

Gloss MSA LA GA EA 
last-M ʔa:xi:r - - - 
past-M ma:dˤi: ma:dˤi: ma:dˤi: ma:dˤi: 
that go-3MSG-PAST - ɪlli raħ - ɪlli fa:t 

  
In the twenty-eight WPAI translations the adjective “past” appears a total of 155 times in 

contexts such as “the past seven days” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3): 

al-ʔaija:m  as-sabaʕ-a  al-ʔaxi:r-a 
DEF-day-PL  DEF-seven-F  DEF-last-F 
 
In the one universal WPAI, the adjective “past” appears 6 times and is consistently 

translated with the shared lexeme [ma:dˤi:]. The resulting residual (6) indicates that the adjective 

“past” is 100.0% localized in the universal WPAI (Table 19). In the fifteen L-and three E-

WPAIs, the adjective “past” is also consistently translated with the shared MSA, LA, GA, and 

EA lexeme [ma:dˤi:] (past), which simultaneously meets localization and cultural standards. The 

residuals (0) in Table 19 indicate that the adjective “past” is 100.0% localized throughout the L-

and E-WPAIs. 

Throughout the nine G-WPAIs, the adjective “past” is translated with the shared lexical 

item [ma:dˤi:] (past) 50 times and with the salient MSA lexeme [ʔaxi:r] 5 times (in two out of the 

three WPAI translations localized for Saudi Arabia). The resulting residuals (5) reflect that the 

adjective “past” is 90.9% localized in the G-WPAIs (Table 19). 

Overall, the use of the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA lexeme [ma:dˤi:] is appropriate in both 

the universal WPAI and the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. The adjective “past” was 100.0% localized 

throughout the universal, L-, and E-WPAIs and 90.9% localized in the G-WPAIs. 
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xviii) Lexical variation of the adverbial complementizer “because” 

In Arabic, the adverbial complementizer “because” takes different forms with noun 

phrases and verb phrases. This section only discusses the forms that precede noun phrases since 

the forms that precede verb phrases are absent from the WPAI. In MSA, variations of the 

adverbial complementizer “because” include [bisabab] (because), which is a fossilized lexeme 

derived from the preposition [bi-] (PREP) and the noun [sabab] (reason), as well as [min ʔajal] 

(PREP sake) and [li-ʔajal] (PREP-sake). [bisabab] (because) is a shared variable, which, in addition 

to MSA is also used in LA, GA, and EA. Finally [ʕalaʃa:n] (because) and [ʕaʃa:n] (because), 

which are fossilized lexemes derived from the preposition [ʕala:] (PREP) and the noun [ʃaʔn] 

(concern), are salient LA, GA, and EA variables. This variation is displayed in Table 23. 

Table 23: Lexical variation of the adverbial complementizer “because” 

Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 
PREP sake min ʔajal - 
PREP-sake li-ʔajal - 
because bisabab bisabab 
because - ʕalaʃa:n  
because - ʕaʃa:n 

  
In the original English version of the WPAI, the adverbial complementizer “because” 

appears in contexts including “because of your health problems” and “because of any other 

reason” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). This is translated 91 times throughout the twenty-

eight Arabic WPAI translations as in the following examples: 

bisabab al-maʃa:kil  al-mutaʕlliq-a   bi-… 
because DEF-problem-PL-F DEF-connected-F-SG PREP-… 

 
and 

 
bisabab  al-maʃa:kil  al-murtabitˤ-a   bi-… 
because DEF-problem-PL-F DEF-related-F-SG PREP-… 
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In the one universal WPAI, the adverbial complementizer “because” appears 3 times and 

is consistently translated with the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA lexeme [bisabab] (beacause of). The 

resulting residual (3) indicates that the adjective “past” is 100.0% localized in the universal 

WPAI (Table 19). 

In the fifteen L-WPAIs, the adverbial complementizer “because” is translated with the 

shared lexical item [bisabab] 38 times and with the MSA lexical item [li-ʔaʒal] (for sake of) 2 

times. In the nine G-WPAIs, the adverbial complementizer “because” is translated with the 

shared lexical item [bisabab] 25 times and with the MSA lexical item [li-ʔaʒal] (for sake of) 12 

times. The three E-WPAIs demonstrate the least amount of consistency since they include the 

MSA lexical items [min ʔaʒal] (from sake of) and [li-ʔaʒal] (for sake of), which appear 4 times 

and 2 times respectively. The shared lexical item [bisabab] also appears 5 times. The resulting 

residuals (2, 12, and 6 respectively) indicate that the adverbial complementizer “because” is 

95.0% in the L-WPAIs, 67.6% of localized in the G-WPAIs, and 45.5% localized  (Table 19). 

Although the salient LA, GA, and EA counterparts [ʕaʃa:n] (because) and [ʕalaʃa:n] 

(because) were not observed in any of the twenty-seven localized translations, the use of the 

shared lexical item [bisabab] can be considered localization because of its shared status. 

However, the use of the salient MSA variables [min ʔaʒal] and [li-ʔaʒal] in the L-, G-, and E-

WPAIs does not seem appropriate, especially since they are not used in the one universal WPAI 

translation. 

4.3.2 Localization through the use of simplified variables 

As in Pattern 2, the use of simplified variables indicates localization. In Pattern 3, three 

variables (the adjectives “regular” and “usual,” indefinite masculine direct objects, and the 
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interrogative particle “how many”) are translated using simplified variables both in the universal 

WPAI and in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 

xix) Morphological and lexical variation of the adjectives “regular” and “usual” 

The Arabic tri- and quadriliteral root and pattern (or measure) system is traditionally 

cited as the foundation of Arabic lexical derivation. Regardless of the root versus stem debate, 

the Arabic lexicon contains identifiable consonant and vowel measures that correspond to 

different associated meanings, from which different parts of speech are derived. For example, 

Measure I [faʕal-a12] is the basic verb measure from which the causative or intensive Measure II 

[faʕʕal-a], associative Measure III [fa:ʕal-a], causative Measure IV [ʔafʕal-a], reflexive Measure 

V [taffaʕal-a], reciprocal Measure VI [tafa:ʕal-a], passive Measure VII [ʔinfaʕal-a], reflexive 

Measure VIII [ʔiftaʕal-a], qualitative Measure IX [ʔifaʕall-a], and benefactive Measure X 

[ʔistafaʕal-a] are derived. The affixation of consonants and vowels creates longer stems with 

more complex syllabic structure and more complex meanings such as the reciprocal Measure VI 

stem [tafa:ʕal-a], which contains a prefixed [ta-] and infixed long vowel [a:] and the benefactive 

Measure X [ʔistafaʕal-a], which includes three more consonants /ʔ/, /s/, and /t/ than the basic 

Measure I. Although shared MSA and colloquial variables are difficult to parse as either MSA or 

colloquial, the use of basic measures in lieu of more complex measures can be considered a form 

of localization. 

The original English WPAI contains the adjectives “regular” and “usual,” which appear 

in contexts such as “regular activities,” “regular daily activities,” “usual activities,” and “as 

carefully as usual” (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 7.3). 

al-ʔinʃatˤa  al-jawmij-ja al-muʕata:d-a 
DEF-activity-PL DEF-daily-F DEF-usual-F 

                                                
12 The MSA suffix [-a] indicates 3MSG-PAST for verb measures I-X. 
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“the usual [daily] activities” 

The Arabic translations of the adjectives “regular” and “usual,” which appear a total of 184 times 

throughout the twenty-eight WPAI translations, include five lexemes that are derived from two 

trilateral roots (ʕ-a:-d and n-ðˤ-m) and two measures (I and VIII). Of the five lexemes, 

[muntaðˤim] (regular-M) and [ʔaʕti:ja:di:] (regular-M) are not used in regional varieties of 

colloquial Arabic and are therefore considered salient MSA variables. The three other lexemes 

[muʕta:d] (usual-M), [k-al-muʕta:d] (as DEF-usual-M), and [ʕa:di:] (normal-M) are used in both 

MSA and regional varieties of colloquial Arabic and are therefore considered shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA variables. These salient MSA and shared variables are displayed in Table 24. 

Table 24: Morphological and lexical variation of the adjectives “regular” and “usual” 

Triliteral root Measure Gloss MSA LA/GA/EA 
n-ðˤ-m VIII regular-M muntaðˤim - 

ʕ-a:-d 
VIII 

regular-M ʔaʕti:ja:di: ʔaʕti:ja:di: 
usual-M maʕta:d maʕta:d 
as DEF-usual k-al-maʕta:d k-al-maʕta:d 

I normal-M ʕa:di: ʕa:di: 
  
In the one universal WPAI, the adjectives “regular” and “usual” appear 5 times. The 

salient MSA lexeme [muntaðˤim] is used once and the shared lexeme [muʕta:d] is used 4 times. 

The resulting residuals (4) reflect the fact that the salient MSA lexeme [muntaðˤim] is used 

20.0% of the time and that the shared lexeme [muʕta:d] is used 80.0% of the time (Table 19); 

thus this variable is 80.0% localized in the universal WPAI. 

In the nine G-WPAIs, the shared MSA/LA/GA/EA lexemes [muʕta:d] (usual-M), [k-al-

muʕta:d] (as DEF-usual-M), and [ʕa:di:] (normal-M) are used consistently and the residuals (0) 

reflect the fact that these shared lexemes are used 100.0% of the time (Table 19). The same trend 
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occurs in the E-WPAIs, in which the shared lexemes [muʕta:d] (usual-M) and [ʕa:di:] (normal-M) 

are used consistently. 

In the fifteen L-WPAIs, the adjectives “regular” and “usual” are localized through the use 

of shared MSA/LA/GA/EA lexemes ([muʕta:d] (usual-M), [k-al-muʕta:d] (as DEF-usual-M), and 

[ʕa:di:] (normal-M)) 73.9% of the time and this is reflected in the residuals (23) (Table 19). 

In the case of the adjectives “regular” and “usual,” the L-, G-, and E-WPAI translations 

all contain localized variables to varying degrees (73.9%, 100.0%, and 100.0% respectively). 

xx) Morphological variation of (un)marked accusative indefinite masculine direct objects 

As discussed in Section 4.1.3, localization can be achieved through morphological 

simplification such as the elimination of case inflections. In the twenty-eight WPAIs, the 

indefinite predicates of [kana] and the adverb “late” are marked in the accusative case, signifying 

salient use of MSA throughout. When it comes to the translation of indefinite masculine direct 

objects, the WPAIs contain both the salient MSA accusative case ending and the localized 

counterpart that is not case-inflected. 

In formal varieties of Arabic such as MSA and CA, indefinite direct objects take the 

accusative case (Badawi et al. 2004). As discussed in Section 4.1.3, masculine indefinite nouns 

are marked with alif and may also be marked with tanwi:n while feminine indefinite nouns 

ending in ta: marbu:tˤa may or may not be marked with tanwi:n. Unlike MSA, in LA, GA, and 

EA, indefinite direct objects remain unmarked. This dichotomous variation is displayed in Table 

25. 
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Table 25: Morphological variation of (un)marked accusative indefinite masculine direct 

objects 

Salient MSA LA/GA/EA 
N-ACC - 
N-ACC ADJ-ACC - 
- N 
- N ADJ 

 
In the Arabic translations of the English WPAI, indefinite direct objects appear in 

contexts such as “choose a low number,” “choose a high number,” “check” and “circle the 

number,” a total of 130 times throughout the WPAI translations (Reilly et al. 1993; Appendix 

7.3). 

ʔixtar  raqam-an kabi:r-an 
chose-IMP number-ACC large-ACC 
 
In the one universal WPAI, indefinite direct objects (not ending in ta: marbu:tˤa) appear 

4 times and are consistently unmarked for the accusative case. The resulting residual (4) 

indicates that 100.0% of the masculine indefinite direct objects were localized. 

In the fifteen L-WPAIs, masculine indefinite direct objects appear 73 times and the 

observed value of unmarked LA indefinite direct objects is only 2 (in two translations localized 

for Israel). The resulting residual (71) indicates that only 2.7% of the masculine indefinite direct 

objects were localized according to industry standards (Table 19). Similarly, in the nine G-

WPAIs, masculine indefinite direct objects appear 41 times and unmarked indefinite direct 

objects are observed only 2 times (in two translations localized for Saudi Arabia). The resulting 

residual (39) indicates that only 4.9% of the masculine indefinite direct objects were localized 

according to industry standards (Table 19). 
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In the three E-WPAIs, masculine indefinite direct objects appear 12 times and are 

consistently marked in the accusative case. The resulting residual (12) indicates that 0.0% of the 

masculine indefinite direct objects in the E-WPAI were localized (Table 19). 

Despite the fact that 100.00% of masculine indefinite direct objects in the one universal 

WPAI are localized through the elimination of the salient MSA accusative case, only 2.7% and 

4.9% of the masculine indefinite direct objects in the L-and G-WPAIs were localized while the 

E-WPAIs contain 0.0% localization for this variable. 

xxi) Syntactic variation with the interrogative particle “how many” 

As with the lexical and morphological variation discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the 

use of the interrogative particle “how many” demonstrates how simplified syntactic structure can 

achieve localization. 

In the original English version of the WPAI the interrogative particle “how many” 

appears in three questions that begin with the phrase “how many hours…” (Reilly et al. 1993; 

Appendix 7.3). This phrase is translated 84 times throughout the twenty-eight WPAI translations 

using the three phrases, which vary syntactically. In the longest of the three phrases, the 

interrogative particle is followed by a verb phrase, which in turn contains a possessive idˤa:fa 

noun phrase ([ʕadad as-sa:ʕa-:t] (number DEF-hour-PL)): 

kam    balaγ-a   ʕadad   as-sa:ʕ-a:t 
how many-INT PTCL  reach-3MSG-PAST number DEF-hour-PL. 
“how many did the number of hours reach” 
 

The second phrase eliminates the verb, leaving the interrogative particle followed immediately 

by the possessive idˤa:fa phrase ([ʕadad as-sa:ʕa-:t] (number DEF-hour-PL)): 

kam   ʕadad   as-sa:ʕ-a:t 
how many-INT PTCL  number  DEF-hour-PL 
“how many number of hours” 
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The third phrase is the most simplified as it only includes the interrogative particle and a singular 

unmarked noun: 

kam   sa:ʕa 
how many-INT PTCL  hour-SG 
“how many hours” 
 

When comparing these three phrases, the first stands out as the most formal due to the inclusion 

of a verb phrase and idˤa:fa phrase; therefore, it is considered an MSA variable. The second 

phrase is considered a simplified MSA/LA/GA/EA variable due to the elimination of the verb 

phrase. The third phrase is even more simplified through the elimination of both the verb and 

idˤa:fa phrases. Additionally, in contrast to the MSA phrase [kam sa:ʕa-tan] (how many hour-SG-

ACC), which includes the salient accusative case marker, the absence of the accusative tanwi:n in 

the third phrase [kam sa:ʕa] (how many hour-SG) marks the third phrase as a shared 

MSA/LA/GA/EA variable. While the interrogative particle [kam] is characterized by 

phonological and, at times, orthographical variation among regional varieties of Arabic, the 

standard orthography of the particle [kam] can be considered a shared MSA/LA/GA/RA item. 

This variation is displayed in Table 26. 

Table 26: Syntactic variation with the interrogative particle “how many” 

 
Gloss MSA LA GA EA 

how many hour-SG-ACC kam sa:ʕa-tan - - - 

how many reach-3MSG-PAST 
number DEF-hour-PL-GEN 

kam balaγa 
ʕadad as-sa:ʕ-
a:t 

- - - 

how many number hour-PL-GEN kam ʕadad as-
sa:ʕ-a:t 

kam ʕadad 
as-sa:ʕ-a:t 

kam ʕadad 
as-sa:ʕ-a:t 

kam ʕadad 
as-sa:ʕ-a:t 

how many number hour-PL-GEN - - - ka:m ʕadad 
as-sa:ʕ-a:t 

how many number hour-PL-GEN - - tʃam ʕadad 
as-sa:ʕ-a:t - 

how many number hour-PL-GEN - akem ʕadad 
as-sa:ʕ-a:t - - 
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how many hour-SG kam sa:ʕa kam sa:ʕa kam sa:ʕa kam sa:ʕa 

how many hour-SG - - - ka:m sa:ʕa 

how many hour-SG - - tʃam sa:ʕa   
how many hour-SG   akem sa:ʕa - - 

 
 In the one universal WPAI, the phrase “how many hours” is consistently translated with 

the simplified MSA/LA/GA/RA phrase [kam ʕadad as-sa:ʕ-a:t]. The resulting residual (3) 

reflects the fact that 100.00% of the translations of the phrase “how many hours” are 

syntactically simplified (Table 19). 

The phrase “how many hours” appears 45 times in the fifteen L-WPAIs and 27 times in 

the nine G-WPAIs. Both the L- and G-WPAIs use the salient MSA phrase [kam balaγ-a ʕadad 

as-sa:ʕ-a:t] (how many-INT PTCL reach-3MSG-PAST number DEF-hour-PL) alongside the simplified 

phrase [kam ʕadad as-sa:ʕa-:t] (how many-INT PTCL number DEF-hour-PL). As displayed in Table 

19, the phrase “how many hours” is localized through the use of this simplified phrase 73.3% 

and 66.7% of the time respectively. 

In the three EAs the phrase “how many hours” appears 9 times. In the E-WPAIs, the two 

simplified phrases [kam ʕadad as-sa:ʕa-:t] and [kam sa:ʕa] appear 9 times and the resulting 

residual (0) indicates that the phrase “how many hours” is 100.0% localized. 

Overall, the translation of the phrase “how many hours” is highly localized throughout 

the twenty-eight WPAI translations. While the translations of this phrase are 100.00% localized 

in the universal and EA translations, they are 73.3% and 66.7% localized in the L-and G-WPAI 

translations respectively. 

4.3.3 Conclusion 

Within Pattern 3, the use of shared and simplified variables in the translation of the 

adjectives “regular” and “usual,” indefinite masculine direct objects, and the interrogative 
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particle “how many” in the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs indicates that these three 

variables are localized to a greater degree than those in Pattern 1. Additionally, the use of shared 

and simplified variables in the universal WPAI indicates that the universal WPAI contains some 

localized variables. 

 

4.4 Statistical significance 

A total of four statistical tests (two parametric one-tailed two-sample Z-tests for the 

difference between proportions and two nonparametric Mann-Whitney Wilcoxson tests) confirm 

the significance of the patterns discussed in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 above. First, the parametric 

one-tailed two-sample Z-test for the difference between proportions allows for the comparison of 

two samples (with different number of observations) to determine if one sample has higher or 

lower values over the other sample. Secondarily, for the assurance of performing a test that 

accounts for non-normally distributed data as well as lower number of observations used, the 

nonparametric Mann-Whitney Wilcoxson test is used to fortify the conclusion by determining if 

there is a difference between groups. 

First, to support the conclusion that the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs contain a 

higher frequency of localized variables in Patterns 2 and 3 than in Pattern 1 a right-tailed two-

sample Z-test for the difference between proportions compares localized frequencies for the L-, 

G-, and E-WPAIs in Pattern 1 versus Patterns 2 and 3. By conducting a right tailed two-sample 

Z-test for the difference between proportions, we calculate the percent frequency word count 

relative to expected word count for Pattern 1 and compare the percent frequency word count for 

both Patterns 2 and 3. A Z-test statistic is calculated at 7.099301, which is greater than the 

critical value of 1.645 (represented at 95% confidence). It is concluded that we reject the notion 
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that Patterns 2 and 3 have lower word frequency performance than Pattern 1, and we therefore 

accept that Patterns 2 and 3 have higher percent frequency word count compared to Pattern 1. 

Second, to support the conclusion that the one universal WPAI contains a lower 

frequency of MSA variables in Pattern 3 than in Patterns 1 and 2 a left-tailed two-sample Z-test 

for the difference between proportions compares MSA frequencies for the universal WPAI in 

Patterns 1 and 2 versus Pattern 3. By conducting a left-tailed two-sample Z-test for the difference 

between proportions, we calculate the percent frequency word count relative to the expected 

word counts for both Patterns 1 and 2 and compare the percent frequency word count for Pattern 

3. A Z-test statistic is calculated at -4.888888, which is less than the critical value of -1.645 

(represented at 95% confidence). It is concluded that we reject the notion that Patterns 1 and 2 

have lower percent frequency word count than pattern 3, and we therefore accept that Pattern 3 

has lower percent frequency word count compared to Patterns 1 and 2. 

To fortify the conclusion, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney Wilcoxson test is used to test 

the data to determine if there is a difference between groups. First, the comparison of localized 

results in Pattern 1 versus Patterns 2 and 3 are tested to determine if there is a difference. This 

test calculates a p-value of 2.653e -12, which again is less than the .05 alpha. This concludes that 

we reject the notion that Patterns (2 and 3) and Pattern 1 are the same, and conclude that there is 

significant evidence that there is a difference between Patterns (2 and 3) and Pattern 1. Second, 

the comparison of MSA results in Patterns 1 and 2 versus Pattern 3 are also tested to determine if 

there is a difference. The Mann-Whitney Wilcoxson test calculates a p-value of 8.119e -5, which 

is less than the .05 alpha (representing 95% confidence). This concludes that we reject the notion 

that Patterns (1 and 2) and Pattern 3 are the same, and that there is significant evidence that there 

is a difference between Patterns (1 and 2) and Pattern 3. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

Residual analysis provides a measure of the degree of localization for each of the twenty-

one variables analyzed in the one universal and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. The data 

reveals three trends: twelve variables are translated exclusively in MSA throughout all twenty-

eight WPAIs, two variables are translated exclusively in MSA in the one universal WPAI and 

that are inconsistently localized throughout the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, and seven 

variables are inconsistently localized throughout all twenty-eight WPAIs. While observed 

localized variables include shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables and simplified variables, salient 

LA, GA, and EA variables were not observed in the twenty-eight WPAIs. The use of salient 

MSA, shared, and simplified variables in the Arabic translations of the WPAI raises interesting 

questions regarding how regional MSA, which integrates regional variation into MSA, can 

facilitate the localization of Arabic. It also raises questions regarding the role of high frequency 

lexical items in localization, and the meaning of localization for languages characterized by 

extreme register variation and regional variation. These issues are discussed in Chapter 5.  
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5. DISCUSSION 

Through analysis of register variation in the twenty-eight WPAIs, this study strives to 

determine, within the context of Arabic language norms that prioritize MSA in written text, the 

degree to which the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs contain localized variables according to 

localization standards and the manner in which localization is achieved. According to the results 

discussed above, the one universal WPAI contains fourteen variables that are exclusively 

translated MSA and seven variables are localized through the use of shared and simplified 

counterparts. In the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, twelve variables are exclusively 

translated with salient MSA variables and nine variables are inconsistently localized. This 

inconsistent localization is achieved through the use of shared and simplified variables, but not 

with salient colloquial variables. How do these frequencies of salient MSA and localized Arabic 

translations fit into localization standards and Arabic language norms? 

As discussed in Section 1.2, localization plays an important role in the translation of 

PROs like the WPAI (Colina et al. 2016; FDA 2015; Jordan-Marsh et al. 2008; Wild et al. 2005; 

Wild et al. 2009). At the time of writing, twenty-eight Arabic translations of the WPAI were 

available for analysis, one of which is a universal translation and twenty-seven of which are 

localized translations. The fact that these twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs were specified for 

countries in the Levant region, Gulf region, and Egypt indicates that they should contain some 

degree of localization. Otherwise, they would be indistinguishable from the non-localized 

universal WPAI. However, how do these standards of localization fit into the cultural context of 

the Arabic language? 

Within the context of Arabic polyglossia, MSA is generally valued as a superior to 

regional varieties of colloquial Arabic, especially in written modes (Bassiouney 2009; Albirini 
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2011; Mitchell 1982). Social and cultural perceptions of the superiority of MSA are connected to 

perceptions of the purity of MSA (Wilmsen & Youssef 2009), the influence of language 

academies (Elkhafaifi 2002; Gorgis 2012; Holes 2004), MSA education, the use of MSA in 

public forums such as the media, in religious contexts, and the use of MSA as a lingua franca 

across the Arabic speaking world (Owens 2001). 

Given the social and cultural attitudes regarding the use of MSA as a formal register and 

regional varieties of colloquial Arabic as informal registers, it is generally expected that written 

texts utilize MSA. Can localized translation fit within Arabic language norms? 

 

5.1 Avoidance of localized variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs 

For the twelve variables in Pattern 1, the exclusive use of MSA in the L-, G-, and E-

WPAIs points to the active avoidance of salient colloquial variables, shared MSA/LA/GA/EA 

variables, and simplified variables. 

Of the twelve variables in Pattern 1, five are characterized by salient MSA and salient 

colloquial counterparts (Section 4.1.1). These variables include the following: the relative 

pronoun “that,” present tense conjugation, imperative negation, present tense negation, and the 

yes/no interrogative particle. Depending on the text type, salient colloquial variables can be used 

in written text. In his discussion of Tawfiq al-Hakim’s “third language,” Holes identifies 

interrogative pronouns, demonstrative expressions, and relative clauses as examples of high 

frequency variables that can be written in salient colloquial (2004, p. 374-75). The use of high 

frequency colloquial items within text that is predominantly MSA mimics FSA speech since high 

frequency colloquial variables are more resistant to MSA replacement than low frequency 

colloquial variables. In the case of the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, while the use of MSA variables is 
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not ideal, neither is the use of salient colloquial variables. As a type of PRO, the WPAI is a 

relatively formal text type; thus, the use of salient colloquial variables may be considered 

culturally inappropriate. Based on the results discussed in Pattern 1, it seems that when choosing 

between MSA variables, which conform to Arabic language norms, and salient colloquial 

counterparts, which comply with localization standards, the MSA counterparts are the safer bet. 

Of the remaining variables in Pattern 1, four are characterized by salient MSA and shared 

counterparts (the noun “work,” the verb “do,” the imperative verb “put,” and past tense negation 

morphemes) and three are characterized by simplified counterparts (indefinite predicates of 

[kana], the adverb “late,” and the emphatic MSA particle [qad]). In localized text, the choice 

between salient MSA variables and shared and simplified variables should be simple. Shared and 

simplified variables are by nature more colloquial than salient MSA variables and more formal 

than salient colloquial variables; therefore, they can simultaneously meet localization standards 

as well as Arabic language norms. Yet, the seven variables in Pattern 1 that are characterized by 

shared and simplified counterparts are consistently translated in MSA. In Mitchell’s (1982) 

discussion of koines, he discusses the avoidance of “stridently regional term[s]” in MSA speech 

in order to differentiate between formal and informal varieties (p. 126). Holes identifies the same 

“avoidance of structures and vocabulary items that, while perfectly correct and acceptable as 

MSA, have the ‘taint’ of colloquialism because they occur in the dialects” in media Arabic 

(2004, p. 314). If shared MSA/LA/GA/EA variables and simplified can potentially satisfy both 

localization standards and Arabic language norms, it seems that they should be prioritized over 

salient MSA variables to achieve localization. This is especially the case for shared and 

simplified variables that are also high frequency items such as [ʃuγl] and [ma:]. The avoidance of 
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these variables seen in Pattern 1 indicates that a conscious choice was made to avoid any 

variables that may have “the ‘taint’ of colloquialism.” 

This avoidance of shared and simplified variables is even starker when they are high 

frequency items. For example, the use of the past tense negation morphemes [lam] and [ma:], 

which are the 27th and 28th most frequently occurring lemmas respectively (Buckwalter & 

Parkinson 2011), demonstrates the avoidance of a high frequency shared variable. As a salient 

MSA variable, the use of the free morpheme [lam] is appropriate in the universal WPAI, but why 

is it used throughout the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs? The selection of [lam] over [ma:] could not have 

been motivated by frequency because the frequencies of these variables are essentially the same 

(27th and 28th). As with the shared variable [ʃuγl] discussed above, it seems that [ma:] would be a 

better lexical choice for past tense negation in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs because it is a high 

frequency variable and has the potential to simultaneously satisfy both localization standards and 

Arabic language norms in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 

Translation of the noun “work” in the WPAIs demonstrates the avoidance of a shared 

variable that has a slightly lower frequency than the salient MSA counterpart but is still a high 

frequency variable. The salient MSA noun [ʕamal] (work) and the shared noun [ʃuγl] (work) are 

the 48th and 749th most frequently occurring lemmas respectively (Buckwalter & Parkinson 

2011). In the universal WPAI the salient MSA lexeme [ʕamal] may have been chosen over the 

shared lexeme [ʃuγl] either because as a salient MSA variable is more formal than the shared 

counterpart or because it is the higher frequency lexeme out of the two options. In the L-, G-, and 

E-WPAIs, the use of the salient MSA lexeme [ʕamal] could not have been motived by formality 

because the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs were produced as “localized” translations. It is possible that 

the higher frequency item [ʕamal] was chosen over the lower frequency item [ʃuγl], although 
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[ʃuγl] is still a relatively high frequency variable (749th in the 5000-word corpus). It is also 

possible that [ʕamal] was used in the first WPAI translation and was maintained throughout all 

subsequent WPAI translations in order to maintain consistency between document versions. 

Ultimately, since the shared counterpart [ʃuγl] is a high frequency variable and has the potential 

to simultaneously satisfy both localization standards and Arabic language norms in the L-, G-, 

and E-WPAIs, it seems that it would be a better lexical choice for the noun “work” in the L-, G-, 

and E-WPAIs. 

 

5.2 Use of localized variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs and the universal WPAI 

In Patterns 2 and 3 (Sections 4.2 and 4.3), a total of nine variables were localized in the 

L-, G-, and E-WPAIs through the use of shared and simplified variables. In Pattern 2, two 

variables (the verb “work” and the imperative verb “think”) are consistently translated in MSA in 

the universal WPAI and are inconsistently localized in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. The seven 

variables in Pattern 3 (word order, emphatic phrases, the adjective “past,” the adverbial 

complementizer “because,” the adjectives “regular” and “usual,” indefinite masculine direct 

objects, and the interrogative particle “how many”) differ from those in Pattern 2 because 

localized variables not only appear in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, but also appear in the universal 

WPAI. Although these variables are localized inconsistently in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the 

inclusion of some localized variables achieves a higher degree of localization than the consistent 

use of salient MSA variables as seen in Pattern 1. Furthermore, the fact that these nine variables 

are localized in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs proves that localization is not incompatible with Arabic 

translation. If the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs contain inconsistently localized variables, then it is 

reasonable to aim for the consistent use of localized variables. 
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The use of localized variables in the universal WPAI in Pattern 3 (Section 4.1.3) is 

particularly interesting. Though shared and simplified variables are less formal than salient MSA 

variables, they are by nature appropriate in both formal and informal varieties. The use of shared 

and simplified variables in the universal WPAI itself is not inappropriate, but it does seem 

misplaced when considering that only nine variables are localized in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs 

and that this localization is inconsistent. The fact that seven variables (word order, emphatic 

phrases, the adjective “past,” the adverbial complementizer “because,” the adjectives “regular” 

and “usual,” indefinite masculine direct objects, and the interrogative particle “how many”) are 

localized in the one universal WPAI highlights the absence of other localized variables in the 

supposedly “localized” L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. Furthermore, if it is acceptable for the one 

universal WPAI to contain shared and simplified variables, then it follows that the use of shared 

and simplified variables should be appropriate in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs as well.  

The translation of the adjectives “regular” and “usual” demonstrates the use of localized 

counterparts in the universal WPAI despite the fact that the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs are not 

consistently localized. The universal WPAI contains 4 occurrences of the shared lexical item 

[muʕta:d], which is listed as the 3431st most frequent lemma, and 1 occurrence of the salient 

MSA lexical item [muntaðˤim], which is listed as the 3854th most frequent lemma (Buckwalter & 

Parkinson 2011). Meanwhile, in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, the shared variables [muʕta:d] and [k-

al-muʕta:d] (3431st most frequent lemma), [ʔaʕti:ja:di:] (not listed among the 5000 most frequent 

lemmas), and [ʕa:di:] (631st most frequent lemma) appear a total of 108 times, 20 times, and 8 

times respectively. The salient MSA variable [muntaðˤim] (3854th most frequent lemma) appears 

23 times in the L-WPAIs. This usage of salient MSA and shared counterparts raises two 

questions. First, why is the salient MSA variable [muntaðˤim] used in the L-WPAIs while the 
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shared variable [muʕta:d] used in the universal WPAI? It seems that the use of localized 

variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs and use salient MSA variables in the universal WPAI 

would achieve greater consistency. Second, why does the shared variable [ʕa:di:], the 631st most 

frequent lemma used to translated the adjectives “regular” and “usual,” appear less frequently in 

the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs than the shared variables [muʕta:d] and [k-al-muʕta:d], which are the 

3431st most frequent lemma) and [ʔaʕti:ja:di:], which is not even among the 5000 most frequent 

lemmas? Of these shared variables, [ʕa:di:] is not only the most frequently occurring lemma 

(Buckwalter & Parkinson 2011), but it is also morphologically simpler than the other 

counterparts since it is derived from Measure 1 while [muʕta:d] and [ʔaʕti:ja:di:] are derived 

from Measure VIII. It seems that these characteristics make [ʕa:di:] the best lexical choice for the 

“localized” L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 

 

5.3 Overall satisfaction of localization standards and Arabic language norms in the WPAIs  

The crux of localized Arabic translation is finding balance between localization norms, 

which necessitate some degree of localization, and Arabic language norms, which tend to value 

MSA over regional varieties of colloquial Arabic in written contexts. From a descriptive point of 

view, the results in Pattern 1 indicate that, depending on the text type, when lexical choice in 

localized translations comes down to dichotomous salient MSA variables and salient colloquial 

counterparts, the use of salient MSA variables and the avoidance of salient colloquial variables 

may be more appropriate than the use of salient colloquial variables. On the other hand, when 

lexical choice is between salient MSA variables and shared or simplified counterparts, the shared 

and simplified counterparts should be utilized to achieve localization. The variables in Pattern 2 

met localization standards and Arabic language norms more closely than Pattern 1. In Pattern 2, 
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salient MSA variables were used consistently in the universal WPAI and localized counterparts 

were used in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. Although the localization of these variables is 

inconsistent, it demonstrates a higher degree of localization than Pattern 1. Finally, Pattern 3 

highlights the inconsistent localization of variables not only in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs but also 

in the universal WPAI. The presence of localized variables in the universal WPAI emphasizes 

the absence of localized variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

From the framework of functionalism, the skopos of the WPAI as a PRO is to be 

accessed, read, and completed by layman patients participating in international clinical trials. 

While this fundamental function seems uncomplicated, the translations of the WPAIs are 

simultaneously constrained by localization standards and Arabic language norms. According to 

Arabic language norms, MSA is more appropriate than regional varieties of Arabic in written 

text, but according to localization standards, it is expected that the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs contain 

localized variables. 

Given the skopos of the WPAI, non-localized MSA translations can be considered 

functional because MSA translations of the WPAI can generally be accessed, read, and 

completed by layman patients. This leads to the following questions: Given the conflicting 

constraints of Arabic language norms and localization standards, what varieties of Arabic can 

meet the standards of both? And, is localized translation appropriate for Arabic translations at 

all? If Arabic language norms call for MSA translations in the context of clinical documents such 

as COAs, is it appropriate to force the localization model into Arabic translations in the first 

place? 

 

6.1 Suggested methods for producing localized Arabic text  

This section discusses potential methods for producing localized Arabic translations 

within the constraints of localization standards and Arabic language norms. 

6.1.1 Localization versus regionalization and colloquialization 

Although outcomes research industry standards do not differentiate between localization, 

regionalization, and colloquialization, the distinction between these processes is crucial for 
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languages spoken in polyglossic communities. As discussed in Section 1.1, localization involves 

the integration of regional language variation into translated text whenever appropriate given text 

type and cultural context. For languages spoken in monoglossic communities, regional variation 

is often reflected in lexical choice, orthographic variation, and the use of abbreviations, 

acronyms, formal/informal terms of address, punctuation, and capitalization. Regional variation 

can also be reflected in morphological forms and syntactic structures including imperative verbs, 

the passive voice, and numeric categories (Dunne & Dunne 2011 p. 178-79; O’Hagan & 

Ashworth 2002, p. xiii-xiv). However, in the case of polyglossic Arabic communities, regional 

variation and register variation are intrinsically tied to one another because formal varieties of 

Arabic overlap with standard varieties that are used across the Arabic speaking world and 

informal varieties overlap with regional varieties spoken in different regions. In a cultural 

context that generally prioritizes formal varieties of Arabic such as MSA in most written modes, 

it is difficult to localize Arabic translations precisely because the incorporation of regional 

variation is inherently associated with informal varieties of Arabic. 

For languages spoken in polyglossic communities, regionalization and colloquialization 

are more sensitive to register variation. Regionalization involves the selective integration of 

regional language into standard prestige varieties and colloquialization involves the use of 

colloquial or informal varieties. In the case of Arabic, regionalization can be achieved through 

the use of regional MSA. As discussed in Section 1.4.2, Regional MSA is a written mode of 

MSA primarily used in the media and characterized by the use of orthographical conventions, 

morphological forms, and lexical items associated with informal varieties of Arabic (Albirini 

2015; Holes 2004). For instance, Wilmsen and Youssef (2009) document the usage of the 

Egyptian spelling of “responsibility” (with the hamza written over the ya:) opposed to the 
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standard spelling used throughout the rest of the Arabic-speaking world (with the hamza written 

over the waaw) and the Egyptian concatenative formation of certain plurals (e.g. [ʃaha:d-a:t] 

(certificate-PL) and [mudi:r-u:n] (director-PL)) opposed to the standard broken plurals [ʃaha:ʔid] 

and [mudara:ʔ] that are formed nonconcatenatively. Lexical variation is particularly prominent as 

in the previously cited examples: Egyptian [adaw-a:t maktabi:-ja] versus Levantine [qurta:si:ja] 

“office supplied” and Egyptian [iʕa:dat at-tadwi:r] versus Levantine [al-raskala] “recycling”). In 

regionalized Arabic translations, regional MSA could be used as an alternative to MSA. 

Colloquialized Arabic translations, on the other hand, could utilize regional varieties of 

colloquial Arabic such as GA, LA, and EA as alternatives to MSA. While colloquialization 

through the use of regional varieties of Arabic may not be appropriate for all text types, it is 

worth consideration as an alternative to MSA in situations where low levels of literacy and 

education prevent individuals from easily accessing texts written in formal varieties of Arabic 

such as MSA. 

Returning to the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs, Patterns 2 and 3 point to the 

potential role of regional MSA as a variety of Arabic that can be used in regionalization, opposed 

to localization. Due to the fact Pattern 1 indicates that the use of salient colloquial variables is 

inappropriate given the text type of the WPAI, it follows that colloquialized translation would be 

inappropriate for the WPAI and other COAs. On the other hand, Patterns 2 and 3 indicate that 

the use of shared and simplified variables, while inconsistent, is acceptable in the WPAI. The 

fact that shared and simplified variables are acceptable in this text type indicates that the 

regionalization may be the best option for achieving balance between industry standards that 

universally require the localization of outcomes research documentation and cultural norms that 

maintain formal varieties of Arabic as prestige varieties.  
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6.1.2 Frequency-based regionalization through the use of shared and simplified variables  

Frequency can serve as a determiner for which variables should be regionalized. For 

instance, in a hypothetical text localized for EA, the shared lexeme [ʕa:di:] (usual) could be 

selected in favor over the shared lexemes [muʕta:d] and [ʔaʕti:ja:di:] because [ʕa:di:] has been 

identified as a higher frequency item than the other alternatives. [ʕa:di:] is the 631st most 

frequent lemma in Buckwalter and Parkinson’s corpus (2011) while [muʕta:d] is the 3431st most 

frequent lemma and [ʔaʕti:ja:di:] does not appear among the 5000 most frequent lemmas. 

For regionalized translations within the field of clinical outcomes, which corpora should 

determine these frequencies? While Buckwalter and Parkinson’s extensive corpus (2011) is an 

excellent point of reference, the text types included in the corpus do not necessarily reflect the 

language used in clinical outcomes documentation. Perhaps the creation of a corpus specific to 

outcomes research would provide the best frequency data for determining the use of shared and 

simplified variables in localized texts. International institutions such as ISPOR could sponsor the 

compilation of a corpus to meet these needs. 

 

6.2 Suggested procedural changes 

This section discusses potential procedural changes that would result in a regionalization 

process that is more sensitive to register variation. 

6.2.1 Linguistic and cultural sensitivity in the regionalization process 

It is clear that localized Arabic translations are easily caught between localization 

standards and Arabic language norms. While Patterns 2 and 3 demonstrate that localization 

through the use of shared and simplified variables has the potential approach localization 

standards while maintaining Arabic language norms, perhaps the process of localization should 
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itself be localized to be linguistically and culturally appropriate for different languages. To 

accommodate languages characterized by polyglossia, localization standards set within the 

outcomes research industry could be incorporate a greater sensitivity to register variation in 

addition to regional variation by differentiating between localization and regionalization. Or, 

perhaps localization standards should simply not be imposed universally on all languages. For 

instance, if the functionalist aim of the WPAI is regional comprehension, then MSA meets that 

goal. Some may consider it inappropriate to force the Arabic language into the localization 

model to begin with. In either scenario, reformed training practices are an essential element in 

creating Arabic translations that are linguistically and culturally appropriate. 

6.2.2 Translator, client, and intermediary training 

Traditionally, translator training has revolved around cumulative experience more so than 

a distinct methodology. Nord references Newmark’s (1980) remark that you “give some hints, 

give some practice, and, if you’re lucky, show more or less how the job can be done” (Nord 

1991, p. 106-7). However, the modern translation industry demands precision and consistency, 

especially within the field of localization. Because translation is now viewed as a communicative 

exercise, the translation process must take register variation and regional variation into account 

(Farghal & Almanna 2015, p. 169-70).  

In the case of localized Arabic translation within the field of outcomes research, there is 

insufficient training regarding register use. Clients and translation project managers are likely 

unaware of the intricacies of Arabic polyglossia and commissions and project specs do not 

effectively communicate what sort of register use is expected in the “localized” product. In the 

absence of explicit instructions, native speaking translators are likely to produce MSA 

translations according to Arabic language norms (Colina 2015, p. 186-89, 190-94). 
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Sociolinguistic training for clients, translators, project managers, proofreaders, and other 

third party reviewers will increase awareness regarding both regional and register variation in 

Arabic and other languages that affect the production and reception of STs and TTs. This 

sociolinguistic training will increase the effectiveness of job specs for individual translation 

projects, which will in turn support a linguistically and culturally more sensitive translation 

processes for both standardized and localized translations across fields (Nord 1997, p. 59). With 

increased awareness at the client, translator, project manager, and proofreader levels, decisions 

regarding how and when to localize certain variables will become more streamlined, and the 

language use in localized translations will become more consistent as a result. Furthermore, 

according to the Nord’s principle of loyalty (1991; 1997; 2002) sociolinguistic training seems 

like a requisite for translators performing the role of the “responsible mediator” between the 

commissioner, project managers, and other third parties throughout the translation process.  

6.2.3 A localization model based on internationalization 

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, internationalization involves the avoidance of potentially 

idiomatic or ambiguous language in the original ST prior to translation, which ultimately 

facilitates translation and localization (Dunne 2013). Internationalization could be used as a 

model for the localization of Arabic translations. Instead of identifying idiomatic or ambiguous 

phrasing in the original ST, translators can identify lexical items, morphological forms, or 

syntactic structures that are characterized by salient MSA, shared MSA/colloquial, and 

simplified counterparts. Depending on whether the project requires universal translation or 

localization, the translators can then select the appropriate salient MSA or localized counterparts. 

In situations where a localized version is adapted from an existing universal translation, 

translators could identify these variables in the existing universal translations. In situations where 
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a localized translation is produced independently, translators can identify these variables during 

the localization process. 

For Arabic and other languages characterized by register variation, a localization process 

modeled on internationalization processes could facilitate the production of localized translations 

that meet localization standards and language-specific norms. 

6.2.4 A localization model based on parallel text analysis 

Parallel text analysis is another method that increases correspondence between STs, 

audiences, languages, and cultures. Through parallel text analysis, translators examine existing 

TL texts that are parallel to the ST in terms of mode, type, genre, etc. These existing TL texts 

must be in the original language (aka not translated); therefore, they serve as a tool for 

comparison, especially for terminology related to the field (i.e. legal, clinical, etc.). Translators 

draw comparisons between the ST to be translated and the existing TL texts in order to infer 

appropriate terminology and linguistic structures for the translated TT (Colina 2015, p. 149; 

Nord 1997, p. 63). Parallel text analysis is particularly useful for determining terminology that is 

appropriate for specific register and regional variation (Jordan-Marsh et al. 2008). 

Mediouni is a particularly strong proponent of using parallel text analysis with Arabic 

translations in specialized fields. Specialized translation such as legal translation or clinical 

transitions have traditionally relied on literal translation to ensure high equivalence between the 

ST and TT due to the sensitivity of the information conveyed in these types of documents. 

Parallel text analysis is an alternative to literal translation that will encourage the synthesis of 

functionalism into specialized fields. While Mediouni’s focus is primarily on legal Arabic 

translation, these methods could most certainly be applied to the health sciences (2016, p. 117-

20). 
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Unfortunately, the lack of an existing corpus of Arabic texts that reflect register and 

regional variation, especially in specialized fields such as the health sciences, makes the 

implementation of the parallel text analysis approach very difficult in the case of COAs like the 

WPAI. Parallel text analysis would require extensive training for translators and would also 

require additional work on the part of intermediaries such as project managers who would be 

responsible for locating and supplying the appropriate parallel texts. As in all businesses, 

extended procedures require additional time and funds (Farghal & Almanna 2015) but, in the 

case of localized Arabic translations, are the practical challenges of incorporating parallel text 

analysis into localization procedures worth the outcome? 

 

6.3 Implications 

This study analyzed one universal translation of the WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and 

E-WPAIs in order to 1) determine to what extent the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs contain 

localized variables according to localization standards and 2) assess how localization is achieved 

throughout the WPAIs. The results (Chapter 4) reveal that in the one universal WPAI a total of 

fourteen variables are consistently translated in MSA (Patterns 1 and 2) and seven variables are 

inconsistently localized through the use of shared and simplified counterparts (Pattern 3). The 

use of MSA in the universal WPAI absolutely complies with Arabic language norms. The use of 

shared and simplified variables in the universal WPAI is linguistically and culturally appropriate; 

however, this usage highlights the lack of localization in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. In the L-, G-, 

and E-WPAIs, a total of twelve variables are consistently translated in MSA (Pattern 1) and the 

remaining nine variables are inconsistently localized through the use of shared and simplified 

counterparts (Patterns 2 and 3). The consistent use of MSA for the twelve variables in Pattern 1 
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indicate that those variables were not localized at all. The use of shared and simplified variables 

in Patters 2 and 3 indicates a higher degree of localization than in Pattern 1; however, it is clear 

that the twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs do not consistently meet localization standards. 

Despite the inconsistent localization found in the twenty-eight WPAIs, the presence of 

localized variables indicates that localization is not fundamentally incompatible with Arabic 

translation in clinical outcomes research or other fields. In fact, the use of shared and simplified 

variables in the WPAIs demonstrates how these variables can achieve balance between 

localization standards and Arabic language norms. Furthermore, the use of shared and simplified 

forms, which are less formal than salient MSA variables, has the potential to facilitate increased 

comprehension especially among populations with lower educational levels. 

Ultimately, the one universal WPAI and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs are 

functional translations. The predominant use of salient MSA variables alongside the use of some 

shared and simplified variables in all twenty-eight WPAIs achieves the skopos of the WPAI, 

which is to be accessed, read, and completed by layman participants in international clinical 

trials. Although the lack of localized variables in the L-, G-, and E-WPAIs does not meet 

localization standards, these WPAIs remain functional because the prominent use of salient MSA 

variables does not compromise comprehension among the target audience who, as native 

speakers of Arabic, have varying degrees of exposure to MSA as an L2 language and may even 

expect the use of salient MSA in the WPAI given the relatively formal text type. 

The tension between localization standards and Arabic language norms is an ongoing 

issue. For documentation such as COAs that requires localization, special considerations must be 

made for languages characterized by polyglossia such as Arabic. Mandatory sociolinguistic 

training for translators, clients, and other parties involved in the localization process would 
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support linguistic and cultural sensitivity within the industry that would in turn create space for 

register variation within localization processes. For Arabic and other languages characterized by 

polyglossia, localization models based on frequency, internationalization, or parallel text analysis 

are suggested methods that may better achieve balance between localization standards and 

language-specific norms.    

 

6.4 Future research 

This study analyzed register variation among twenty-one linguistic variables in one 

universal and twenty-seven L-, G-, and E-WPAIs. The results indicate that all twenty-one 

linguistic variables in the one universal WPAI satisfy Arabic language norms through the use of 

salient MSA (fourteen variables) and shared and simplified variables (seven variables). In the L-, 

G-, and E-WPAIs, the use of salient MSA (twelve variables) and shared and simplified variables 

(nine variables) also satisfies Arabic language norms but only meets localization standards 

inconsistently. 

The study was limited by the availability of translated WPAI documents. The sample of 

WPAIs includes only one universal WPAI as a source of comparison against fifteen L-, nine G-, 

and three E-WPAIs. A larger sample of translations would increase the generalizability of the 

data and would provide a better comparison between universal and localized Arabic WPAIs. 

Given the complexity of Arabic register variation, future studies could compare localized 

Arabic WPAIs against other localized Arabic COAs or localized Arabic documentation in other 

specialized fields such as law or finance. This data would provide a wider context for 

understanding the relationship between localization standards, Arabic language norms, and the 

final translated product within multiple fields. To better understand the potential role of regional 
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MSA in localization, future studies could also investigate native speakers’ perceptions of salient 

MSA, salient colloquial, and shared MSA/colloquial variables, perhaps through tasks that target 

native speakers’ judgment of acceptability. A study of this sort could include both literate and 

illiterate populations to better understand how literacy limits the accessibility of translated 

Arabic outcomes research documentation. In the growing localization industry, a deeper 

understanding of how to integrate register variation into translation is essential for the production 

of functional translations that meet both localization standards as well as language-specific 

norms.  
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7. APPENDIX 
7.1 International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) notation 

Consonants 
b + 
t , 

θ, t, s - 
ʒ, g, dʒ . 
ħ / 
x 0 
d 1 

ð, d, z 2 
r 3 
z 4 
s 5 
ʃ 6 
sˤ 7 
dˤ 8 
tˤ 9 

ðˤ, dˤ, z : 
ʕ ; 
γ < 
f = 

q, ʔ > 
k ? 
l @ 
m A 
n B 
h C 
ʔ ء 
w E 
j F 
Vowels 

a:, ɪ G 
i: F 
u: E 
a  َ◌ 
i  ِ◌ 
u  ُ◌ 

-an  ً◌ 
-in  ٍ◌ 
-un  ٌ◌ 

a, -at H 
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7.2 Gloss abbreviations 

1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
ACC accusative case 
ADJ adjective 
ADV adverb 
ASP aspect 
DEF definite 
EMP PTCL emphatic particle 
F feminine 
GEN genitive case 
GER gerund 
IMP imperative 
INDEF indefinite 
INT PTCL interrogative particle 
M masculine 
N noun 
NEG negation 
PAS passive voice 
PAST past 
PL plural 
PREP preposition 
PRES present 
PROG progressive aspect 
SG singular 
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7.3 English (US) WPAI:GH 
(Retrieved from: http://www.reillyassociates.net/WPAI_Translations.html) 

 

WPAI:GH V2.0 (US English)    1 

Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire: 
General Health V2.0 (WPAI:GH) 

 
 
 
The following questions ask about the effect of your health problems on your ability to 
work and perform regular activities. By health problems we mean any physical or 
emotional problem or symptom. Please fill in the blanks or circle a number, as indicated. 

 

1. Are you currently employed (working for pay)?  ____  NO ____  YES 
 If NO, check “NO” and skip to question 6. 

The next questions are about the past seven days, not including today. 

 

2. During the past seven days, how many hours did you miss from work because of 
your health problems? Include hours you missed on sick days, times you went in 
late, left early, etc., because of your health problems. Do not include time you 
missed to participate in this study. 

_____HOURS 

 

3. During the past seven days, how many hours did you miss from work because of 
any other reason, such as vacation, holidays, time off to participate in this study? 

_____HOURS 

 

4. During the past seven days, how many hours did you actually work? 

_____HOURS (If “0”, skip to question 6.) 
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WPAI:GH V2.0 (US English)    2 

5. During the past seven days, how much did your health problems affect your 
productivity while you were working?  
 
Think about days you were limited in the amount or kind of work you could do, 
days you accomplished less than you would like, or days you could not do your 
work as carefully as usual. If health problems affected your work only a little, 
choose a low number. Choose a high number if health problems affected your 
work a great deal.  
 

Consider only how much health problems affected  
productivity while you were working. 

Health 
problems had 
no effect on my 
work 

           Health problems 
completely 
prevented me 
from working 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

CIRCLE A NUMBER 

 
6. During the past seven days, how much did your health problems affect your ability 

to do your regular daily activities, other than work at a job?  
 

By regular activities, we mean the usual activities you do, such as work around the 
house, shopping, childcare, exercising, studying, etc. Think about times you were 
limited in the amount or kind of activities you could do and times you accomplished 
less than you would like. If health problems affected your activities only a little, 
choose a low number. Choose a high number if health problems affected your 
activities a great deal.  

 
Consider only how much health problems affected your ability  

to do your regular daily activities, other than work at a job. 

Health problems 
had no effect on 
my daily 
activities 

           Health problems 
completely 
prevented me 
from doing my 
daily activities 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

CIRCLE A NUMBER 
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7.4 Arabic (Universal) WPAI:IBS-C 
(Retrieved from: http://www.reillyassociates.net/WPAI_Translations.html) 

 

WPAI:IBS-C (Arabic) 

WORK PRODUCTIVITY AND ACTIVITY IMPAIRMENT QUESTIONNAIRE:  
IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME WITH CONSTIPATION PREDOMINANT SYMPTOMS (WPAI:IBS-C) 

 
 عل7ى  واإلمس7اك واالنتف7اخ  ش7عور بع7دم ارتي7اح أو آالم ب7البطن     وأعراض7ه مث7ل ال   القولون العص7بي  تأثير   حولاألسئلة التالية   تدور  
 . آما هو موضحالمالئم أو ضع دائرة حول الرقم فراغاتفضًال إمالء ال.   المعتادةبأنشطتك على العمل والقيام قدرتك

 
 نعم___  ال____     ؟)عمل مقابل أجر(هل تعمل حاليًا  )١

 .٦ سؤال رقم إلىثم انتقل يها  ضع عالمة عل"ال"بـ  اإلجابة آانت نإ
 

. وال تشمل اليوملماضيةبالسبعة أيام ا التالية تتعلق األسئلة  
 
القولون المتعلقة بأعراض مرض  السبعة الماضية بسبب المشاآل األيامآم عدد الساعات التي تغيبتها عن العمل خالل  )٢

، الخ بسبب ة للعملمبكرالمغادرة الو العمل إلى رالمتأخالوصول و ية المرضجازات األبما فيها أيام التغيب بسبب  ؟العصبي
 . الدراسةهذهال تضيف عدد الساعات التي قضيتها في .  ن العصبيالقولوأعراض 

  ساعات______ 
 
 والوقت العطالت واألجازات أسباب أخرى، مثل ة السبعة الماضية ألياأليامآم عدد الساعات التي تغيبتها عن العمل في  )٣

 .الذي قضيته في هذه الدراسة
 ات ساع______ 

 
   السبعة الماضية؟ األيامفي العمل خالل ل بالفعآم عدد الساعات التي قضيتها  )٤

 )٦ السؤال رقم إلى انتقل " ٠ " بـاإلجابةإذا آانت (ساعات  ______ 
 
 الت7ي انخفض7ت   األي7ام   ت7ذآر  أثن7اء العم7ل؟   إنتاج7ك  خالل السبعة أي7ام الماض7ية عل7ى         القولون العصبي ما مدى تأثير أعراض      ) ٥

 التي قمت فيها بالعمل بقدر أقل مما آنت تأم7ل ب7ه، أو أي7ام العم7ل الت7ي      واألياممكنك القيام به، افيها آمية أو نوع العمل الذي   
 قلي7ل  بق7در  لي7ك ع القول7ون العص7بي   أع7راض إذا أث7رت  .  لم يمكنك القيام فيها بعملك بنفس القدر م7ن الدق7ة والح7رص المعت7اد            

 .مرتفعبقدر آبير اختار رقم على عملك  القولون العصبي أعراض، وإذا أثرت منخفضاختار رقم 
 

 
 

لم تمنعني أعراض 
القولون مرض 
  العصبي

            
 

القولون مرض منعني 
  منالعصبي

على من العمل 
 .اإلطالق

  تماماالعمل ١٠ ٩ ٨ ٧ ٦ ٥ ٤ ٣ ٢ ١ ٠
 

 الرقم المالئمضع دائرة حول 
 

 اليومية باألنشطةماضية، على قدرتك على القيام ، في خالل السبع أيام الالقولون العصبيما هو مقدار تأثير أعراض  )٦
 المنزلية والتسوق ورعاية األعمالمثل المنتظمة  األنشطةالمعتادة هي  باألنشطة المقصود أنشطة العمل؟  بخالف عتادةالم

 التي نشطةاأل نوع أو الحد من آمية إلى التي اضطررت فيها األوقاتتذآر .  ، الخالدراسة والتمارين الرياضية واألطفال
 اختار قليل بقدر ليكع القولون العصبي أعراض أثرتإذا .   فيها أقل مما ترغبأنجزت التي األوقاتيمكنك القيام بها أو 

 .مرتفع بقدر آبير اختار رقم أنشطتكعلى  القولون العصبي أعراض، وإذا أثرت منخفضرقم 
  

لم تمنعني أعراض 
القولون مرض 
  أداء منالعصبي

            
القولون منعني مرض 

  تماما منالعصبي
 اليوميةأنشطتي 

 اإلطالقعلى 
 اليوميةة ألنشطا ءأدا ١٠ ٩ ٨ ٧ ٦ ٥ ٤ ٣ ٢ ١ ٠

 
 ضع دائرة حول الرقم المالئم
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7.5 Arabic (Israel) WPAI:GH 
(Retrieved from: http://www.reillyassociates.net/WPAI_Translations.html) 

 

 استبیان   حول   اإلنتاجیة   في   العمل   وإعاقة   النشاط:

(WPAI:GH)  الصحة   العامة   اإلصدار   2.1 

(Work  Productivity  and Activity  Impairment  Questionnaire) 

 

 

 تدور   األسئلة   التالیة   حول   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   قدرتك   على   العمل   والقیام   بأنشطتك   المعتادة.   والمقصود   بالمشاكل

هو ما   بحسب   المناسب،   دائرة  حول  الرقم   وضع   أو    الصحیة   أي   مشاكل   أو   أعراض   بدنیة   أو   نفسیة.    یرجى  ملء  الفراغات  
 موضح .

 

 ____نعم____ال هل   تشغل   وظیفة   ما   في   الوقت   الحالي   (تتلقى   أجًرا   لقاء   عملك)؟1.

.6 السؤال  رقم   إلى   وانتقل   كلمة  "ال "،   اإلجابة  ال،  فضع  عالمة  قبل    إذا  كانت  
 تدور   األسئلة   التالیة   حول    األیام   السبعة   الماضیة ،   دون   الیوم.

 

بتضمین2.  في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   األخیرة،   كم   بلغ   عدد   الساعات   التي   تغیبت   فیها   عن   العمل   بسبب    مشاكلك   الصحیة ؟    قم  
مبكًرا، غادرت  فیها   أو   متأخًرا   وصلت  فیها   التي   واألوقات   المرضیة   األجازات   بسبب   تغیبت  فیها   التي    إجمالي  الساعات  

الدراسة . هذه   للمشاركة  في   تغیبت  فیها   التي   الزمنیة   الفترة   بتضمین   الصحیة . ال  تقم   مشاكلك   بسبب   ذلك،   إلى    وما  
 _____ساعة   (ساعات)

 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   األخیرة،   كم   بلغ   عدد   الساعات   التي   تغیبت   فیها   عن   العمل   ألي   سبب   آخر،   مثل   قضاء   عطلة   أو3.

 إجازة   أو   التغیب   للمشاركة   في   هذه   الدراسة؟

 _____ساعة   (ساعات)

 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   األخیرة،   كم   بلغ   عدد   ساعات   عملك   الفعلیة؟4.

.(6 السؤال  رقم   إلى   صفر "،  فانتقل   اإلجابة  " إذا  كانت    _____ساعة   (ساعات)    (
  

WPAI:GH  V2.1  (IS Arabic) 1 
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  في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   ما   مدى   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   معدل   إنتاجیتك    أثناء   عملك ؟5.

 
أنجزت  فیها  قدًرا التي   واألیام   نوعه   أو   به   القیام   یمكنك   الذي   العمل   بأنك  مقیّد  في  حجم   التي  شعرت  فیها    فكر  في  األیام  

أثرت الصحیة  قد   المشاكل   إذا  كانت   كالمعتاد .  بعنایة   بعملك   القیام   لم  تستطع  فیها   التي   أو  األیام   ترغب  فیه   مما  كنت    أقل  
بشكل أثرت  على  عملك   الصحیة  قد   المشاكل   إذا  كانت   مرتفعًا   اختر  رقمًا   منخفًضا .  بسیط،  فاختر  رقمًا   بشكل    على  عملك  

  كبیر .
 

الصحیة المشاكل   تأثیر   مدى    فكر  فقط  في  
اإلنتاجیة  أثناء  عملك .   على  

 أعاقتني

 المشاكل

 الصحیة   تماًما

 عن   العمل

 

 لم   تؤثر   المشاكل           

 الصحیة   على

 عملي
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 ضع   دائرة   حول   الرقم   المناسب

 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   ما   مدى   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   قدرتك   على   القیام   بأنشطتك   الیومیة   المعتادة،6.

  بخالف   أداء   وظیفتك؟

 

أو األطفال   أو  رعایة   التسوق   أو   المنزل   كالعمل  حول   بها   تقوم   التي   االعتیادیة   األنشطة   المعتادة   باألنشطة    المقصود  
التي األنشطة   من   معین   بنوع  وحجم   مقیًدا   التي  كنت  فیها   األوقات   هنالك . فكر  في   ما   إلى   الدراسة،   أو   الریاضة    ممارسة  

بشكل أثرت  على  عملك   الصحیة  قد   المشاكل   إذا  كانت   ترغب .  مما  كنت   أقل   أنجزت  فیها   التي   واألوقات   بها   القیام    یمكنك  
كبیر . بشكل   أثرت  على  عملك   الصحیة  قد   المشاكل   إذا  كانت   مرتفعًا   اختر  رقمًا   منخفًضا .    بسیط،  فاختر  رقمًا  

 
القیام الصحیة  على  قدرتك  على   المشاكل   تأثیر   مدى    فكر  فقط  في  

وظیفتك . أداء   بخالف   المعتادة،   الیومیة   بأنشطتك     

 منعتني   المشاكل

 الصحیة   تماًما   عن

 القیام   بأنشطتي

  الیومیة

 لم   تؤثر   المشاكل           

 الصحیة   على

  أنشطتي   الیومیة
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 ضع   دائرة   حول   الرقم   المناسب
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7.6 Arabic (Saudi Arabia) WPAI:GH 
(Retrieved from: http://www.reillyassociates.net/WPAI_Translations.html) 

 

 استبیان   حول   اإلنتاجیة   في   العمل   وإعاقة   النشاط:

WPAI-GH)  2.0)  الصحة   العامة،   اإلصدار  

 

 

 تدور   األسئلة   التالیة   حول   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   قدرتك   على   العمل   والقیام   بأنشطتك   المعتادة.   والمقصود   بالمشاكل
 الصحیة   أي   مشاكل   أو   أعراض   بدنیة   أو   نفسیة.    یرجى   ملء   الفراغات   أو   وضع   دائرة   حول   الرقم   المناسب،   بحسب   ما   هو

 موضح .
 
 
 

هل   تشغل   وظیفة   ما   في   الوقت   الحالي   (تتلقى   أجًرا   لقاء   عملك)؟.1     ___نعم____   ال
إذا  كانت   اإلجابة    ال ،   فضع   عالمة   قبل   كلمة    ”ال“ ،   وانتقل   إلى   السؤال   رقم   6.  

 
 تدور   األسئلة   التالیة   حول    األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،    دون   الیوم.

 
 
 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   األخیرة،   كم   بلغ   عدد   الساعات   التي   تغیبت   فیها   عن   العمل   بسبب    مشاكلك   الصحیة ؟.2
 قم   بإضافة   إجمالي   الساعات   التي   تغیبت   فیها   بسبب   األجازات   المرضیة   واألوقات   التي   وصلت   فیها   متأخًرا   أو   غادرت

 فیها   مبكًرا،   وما   إلى   ذلك،   بسبب   مشاكلك   الصحیة.   ال   تقم   بتضمین   الفترة   الزمنیة   التي   تغیبت   فیها   للمشاركة   في   هذه
 الدراسة.

 
 _____ ساعة   (ساعات)

 
 
 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   األخیرة،   كم   بلغ   عدد   الساعات   التي   تغیبت   فیها   عن   العمل   ألي   سبب   آخر،   مثل   عطلة   أو   إجازة   أو.3
 التغیب   للمشاركة   في   هذه   الدراسة؟

 
 _____ ساعة   (ساعات)

 
 
 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   كم   بلغ   عدد   ساعات   عملك   الفعلیة؟.4
 

(إذا   كانت   اإلجابة   ”صفر“،   فانتقل   إلى   السؤال   رقم   6).  _____ ساعة   (ساعات)   
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 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   ما   مدى   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   معدل   إنتاجیتك    أثناء   عملك ؟.5

 

 فكر   في   األیام   التي   كنت   فیها   مضطرا   للتقصیر   من   حیث   كمیة   أو   نوع   العمل   الذي   یمكنك   القیام   به   أو   نوعه   واألیام   التي
 أنجزت   فیها   قدًرا   أقل   مما   كنت   ترغب   فیه   أو   األیام   التي   لم   تستطع   فیها   القیام   بعملك   بعنایة   كالمعتاد.   إذا   كانت   المشاكل

 الصحیة   قد   أثرت   على   عملك   بشكل   بسیط،   فاختر   رقًما   منخفًضا.   واختر   رقًما   مرتفًعا   إذا   كانت   المشاكل   الصحیة   قد   أثرت
 على   عملك   بشكل   كبیر.

 
 فكر   فقط   في   مدى   تأثیر    المشاكل   الصحیة

 على   اإلنتاجیة    أثناء   عملك .
 

 لم   تؤثر   المشاكل   الصحیة
 على   عملي

 منعتني   المشاكل   الصحیة           
1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 تماًما   عن   العمل

0 
 ضع   دائرة   حول   الرقم   المناسب

 
 
 

 في   خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   ما   مدى   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   قدرتك   على   القیام   بأنشطتك   الیومیة   المعتادة،   بخالف.6
 أداء   وظیفتك؟

 
 المقصود   باألنشطة   المعتادة   األنشطة   االعتیادیة   التي   تقوم   بها   كالعمل   حول   المنزل   أو   التسوق   أو   رعایة   األطفال   أو

 ممارسة   التمرینات   الریاضیة   أو   الدراسة،   وإلى   ما   هنالك.   فكر   في   األوقات   التي   كنت   فیها   مقیًدا   بنوع   وحجم   معین   من
 األنشطة   التي   یمكنك   القیام   بها   واألوقات   التي   أنجزت   فیها   أقل   مما   كنت   ترغب.   إذا   كانت   المشاكل   الصحیة   قد   أثرت   على
 أنشطتك   بشكل   بسیط،   فاختر   رقمًا   منخفًضا.   واختر   رقمًا   مرتفعًا   إذا   كانت   المشاكل   الصحیة   قد   أثرت   على   أنشطتك   بشكل

 كبیر.
 

 فكر   فقط   في   مدى   تأثیر    المشاكل   الصحیة    على   قدرتك   على   القیام
 بأنشطتك   الیومیة   المعتادة،   بخالف   أداء   وظیفتك.

 
 لم   تؤثر   المشاكل   الصحیة

 على   أنشطتي   الیومیة
 منعتني   المشاكل   الصحیة           

 تماًما   من   القیام   بأنشطتي
 الیومیة

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0 

 ضع   دائرة   حول   الرقم   المناسب
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reilly MC, Zbrozek AS, Dukes EM. The  validity and  reproducibility of a  work productivity and  activity 
.impairment instrument. Pharmacoeconomics. 1993  Nov;4(5):353-65 
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7.7 Arabic (Egypt) WPAI:GH 
(Retrieved from: http://www.reillyassociates.net/WPAI_Translations.html) 

 

 

 

 

 اسـتبیان   حول   تدهور   اإلنتاجیة   أثناء   العمل   والنشاط: 

(WPAI-GH) 2.1  الحالة   الصحیة   العامة   -   اإلصدار  

 

   

   

 تستفسر   األسئلة   التالیة   عن   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   قدرتك   على   العمل   وأداء   األنشطة   المعتادة.   وتشمل   المشاكل   الصحیة   أي 

 مشاكل   أو   أعراض   جسدیة   أو   عاطفیة.    یرجى   ملء   الفراغات   أو   وضع   دائرة   حول   األعداد   المختارة،   طبقا   للتعلیمات.

 

  

 

 

هل   تشتغل   حالیاً   (مقابل   أجر)؟1.   _____   نعم_____ ال

.6   إذا   كانت   اإلجابة   ال،   ضع   عالمة   أمام   "ال"   وانتقل   مباشرة   إلى   السؤال  
 

 تتعلق   األسئلة   التالیة    باألیام   السـبعة   الماضیة ،   دون   احتساب   الیوم.

 

 خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   كم   عدد   الساعات   التي   غبتها   عن   العمل   بسبب   ال  مشاكل   الصحیة    التي   تعاني   منها؟    اجعل2.
 ضمنها   الساعات   التي   غبتها   في   أیام   اإلجازات   المرضیة،   والساعات   التي   غبتها   في   المرات   التي   وصلت   فیها   إلى   العمل

 متأخرًا،   وفي   المرات   التي   غادرت   فیها   من   العمل   مبكرًا،   الخ،   والتي   تعلقت   بمشاكلك   الصحیة.   التأخذ   بعین   االعتبار
 الوقت   الذي   غبته   من   أجل   المشاركة   في   هذه   الدراسة .

_____  عدد   الساعات  

 

 خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   كم   عدد   الساعات   التي   غبتها   عن   العمل   أليّ   سبب   آخر،   مثل   اإلجازات،   والُعَطل،   والوقت3.

 الذي   غبته   من   أجل   المشاركة   في   هذه   الدراسة؟

_____  عدد   الساعات  

 

 خالل   األیام   السبعة   الماضیة،   كم   ساعة   عملت   فعًال؟4.

(.6 _____ (إذا   كانت   اإلجابة   "0"،   انتقل   مباشرة   إلى   السؤال     عدد   الساعات  
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 خالل   األیام   السـبعة   الماضیة،   كم   كان   مدى   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   إنتاجیتك  أثناء   أداء   عملك ؟    فكر   في   األیام   التي   لم5. 
 تسـتطع   أن   تؤدي   فیها   إال   كمیة   محدودة   من   العمل   أو   أنواعاً   محدودة   من   العمل،   واألیام   التي   أنجزت   فیها   أقل   مما   كنت

 ترید،   أو   األیام   التي   لم   تكن   فیها   قادراً   على   أداء   عملك   بمسـتوى   العنایة   المعتاد.   إذا   لم   تؤثر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   عملك
 إال   قلیًال،   اختر   عدداً   صغیرًا،   وإذا   كان   تأثیرها   كبیرًا،   اختر   عدداً   كبیرًا.

 

 ال   تأخذ   بعین   االعتبار   إال   مدى   تأثیر    مشاكلك   الصحیة

 على   اإلنتاجیة    أثناء   أداء   عملك

 

 

 

 منعتني   مشاكلي

 الصحیة   من   العمل

 كلیا

 لم   یكن   لمشاكلي           

 الصحیة   تأثیر   على

 عملي

 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   ضع   دائرة   حول   العدد   المختار   

  
 

    

 خالل   األیام   السـبعة   الماضیة،   كم   كان   مدى   تأثیر   مشاكلك   الصحیة   على   قدرتك   على   القیام   بأنشطتك   الیومیة   االعتیادیة،6. 

 بخالف   العمل   في   وظیفتك؟    المقصود   باألنشطة   االعتیادیة   هو   األنشطة   المعتادة   التي   تقوم   بها   مثل   أعمالك   المنـزلیة،
والتسّوق،   ورعایة   األطفال،   والتمارین،   والدراسة،   الخ.   فكر   في   األوقات   التي   كانت   فیها   قدرتك   محدودة   من   ناحیة   كمیة   أو

 نوع   األنشطة   التي   كنت   قادراً   على   القیام   بها   واألوقات   التي   أنجزت   فیها   أقل   مما   كنت   توّد.   إذا   لم   تؤثر   مشاكلك   الصحیة
 على   أنشطتك   إال   قلیًال،   اختر   عدداً   صغیرا،   وإذا   كان   تأثیرها   كبیرًا،   اختر   عدداً   كبیرًا.

 

 ال   تأخذ   بعین   االعتبار   إال   تأثیر    مشاكلك   الصحیة    على   قدرتك

 على   القیام   بأنشطتك   الیومیة   االعتیادیة،   بخالف   العمل   في   وظیفتك

 

 

 

 منعتني   مشاكلي

الصحیة   منعاً   تاماً   من

 أداء   أنشطتي   الیومیة

           
 لم   یكن   لمشاكلي

 الصحیة   تأثیر   على

 أنشطتي   الیومیة

 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   ضع   دائرة   حول   العدد   المختار   
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